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Thesis Abstract
This thesis is an examination ofone ofthe most controversial periods in the history
Canadian defence policy.
and

Air Force

In

1968, the three separate services

rvere reorganized into a single unified force.

of

ofthe Canadian Army, Navy,

A fundamental aspect ofthis

reorganization was the integration ofthe Canadian military Iogistics system. The aim of this
thesis is to prove that this integration was a failure and this ultimately contributed to the

signficantly reduced operational capabilities ofthe Canadian Forces in the decades that would

lollow.
This study examines the basic concepts and fundamental principles of logistics as they
apply to the integration ofthe Canadian military logistics system. Initial discussion focusses on
the historic roles of logistics in various campaigns and wars throughout history, highlighting

the importance of logistics considerations in contributing to the success or failure of rnilitary
operations. The study then turns to

a

theoretical analysis ofthe relevance logistics and the

logistics system in relation to the evolution of Western military strategy. Thìs relevance is then
applied to an examination ofthe Canadian military logistics systern and the factors which led to
the failure ofthe integration process. The implications ofthe failure ofthis process on the

operational capabilities oftlì€ Canadian military in the post-Cold War era are the concluding
loòus of this study.
The failure

ofthe integration ofthe Cânâdian military logistics system is attrìbuted to

the overriding political and economic priorities in the det€rmination ofdefence policy. The

ìntegration ofthe Canadian Forces logistics system reflected the subordination ofthe military
purpose ofdefence to its economic and social purposes in peacetime. The motivation for

integration was essentially economic, the objectives rvere primarily political, and the results
were a failure to support the operational needs ofthe military.
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INTRODUCTION

"To meet the ongoìng secwiÍy challenges at home and abroad, Canada
u,ill maintain multi-purpose, combat-capable maútime, land and air
forces able to provide the Government with the needed flexibility in
responding to a highly fluid and unpredictable envíronment, within Jìscal
conslraints. "l
"To meet our Nation's global responsibilities, our ability to move and
sustain combat forces virtudlly anywhere in the world must be
maintained. This requires eflìcienfly integrating the unique logistic
capabilities of all our Services. Joint doctrine is the underpinning that
makes this happen and optimizes the use of limited resout,ces, enhances
inferoperability, and fosters cooperation. "2

In

1964, the control and administration of Canadian

consolidated into the hands ofa single
separate services

ChiefofStaff. Four

military forces were
years later, the three

ofthe Canadian Army, Navy, and Air Force were reorganized into

a

single unified service, the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF). A fundamental aspect of this
rèorganization process was the integration ofthe Canadian military logistics system.

This is a study ofthal integration.

This study will attempt to accomplish two things: to explain why and how the

I

Defen ce Pfun irrg Guidonce 1997, National Defence Headquarters Director General
Force Development, Ottawa, 29 May 1996, p.l .

2
Suppo of Jo¡rrt

John M. Shalikashvili, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

Docfi¡

e

îot

LogisÍìcs

Operations JP 4-0, (United States Army - Joint Operations Series,2? January 1995),

p.l.
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Canadian military intended to integrate its logistics system; and to analyse the
immediate and long-term effects this process had on the operational capabilities ofthe
Canadian

military. It will

argue that the failure of the Canadian military in its attempt to

integrate its logistics system ultimately resulted in its significantly limited operational

capability in the 1980's and 1990's.

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY

An examination of Canadian Defence policy during the past three decades
requires an understanding not simply of Canadian concepts of collective security and
deterrence theory, but ofchanging Western concepts in strategy, tactics and logistics.

The end of the conflict in Korea was followed by a period ofprofound change in
strategic doctrine and significant advancements in military technology. This, combined

with the "changing political circumstances" of the period, meant that WWlI strategic
and logistic concepts were rapidly becoming obsolete.3 These changes in strategy,

which were not only rapid but costly, in turn led to changes in the tactical and logistics
concepts required to enable their implementation. The changes in the strategic doctrine

ofthe West had profound effects on how armed forces were employed and how they
were mobilized and sustained on the "battlefield". Westem military forces grew

Paul

Hellye¡ The While P(peî on Defence (Government ofCanada, 1964) p.l2

J

enornous "administrative tails" in an effort to meet the logistical requirements

of

newer, more rapid and mobile fighting forces, and, more importantly, to cut costs.

The response of the Canadian government along with many other of its allies
was the reorganization of its military forces and command infrastructure. For the
Canadian govemment, this proved to be an expensive undertaking both politically and

economically. For the Canadian military, this would prove to be a challenging, if not
controversial, period in defence policy. Its impact on Canadian military operational
capabilities would be felt for decades to follow. Included in the reorganization of the
Canadian military was the requirement to design a support system that would permit the

military to meet its operational objectives at the lowest overall cost to the Canadian
Government. To accomplish this, the decision was made to combine those support
services common to the Navy, Air Force and Army; in effect integrating the Canadian
Forces logistics systems.

Many military staff officers argued that this integration was a reflection

of

the

oveniding economic priorities that drove the formulation and administration of defence
policy in Canada. Politically, it was primarily

a response

to the Glassco Commission's

govemment-wide ¡ecommendations for budgetary restraint. Theoretically, the
integration ofthe Canadian military logistics system should have reflected a response to
changes in strategic concepts. The desire for an integrated logistics system \ryas a

indication ofthe elevation and evolution ofthe importance of logistics in modem

4

warfare. However, in the case of the Canadian military, the integration process of the
Canadian Forces logistics system did not necessarily follow any particular theory or

doctrine oflogistics. This process did not reflect an understanding of the importance

of

an integrated logistics system, and the impact this system would have on the operational

capabilities ofthe Canadian Forces in the decades that would follow.

The problem with the process began with the Department of National Defence's

"implementation plan" for the integration of its logistics system. The Development of
Integrated Logistics (DEVIL) was a ten year program intended to provide the required
manpower and dollar savings for the Department, as well as the logistics support to
meet the operational needs ofa unified force. This plan was part ofa series of"defence

programs" which were designed to increase the support to the Canadian military's
combat forces which would, in turn, increase their operational effectiveness, not only in
peacetime, but, more importantly, during wartime. However, during the decade

of

reorganization, successive reductions in defence budgets and personnel strengths were
not met with any corresponding changes in the defence roles and tasks assigned to the
Canadian military. Operational priorities changed little, international commitments
remained essentially unchanged, but the resources and support given to the Canadian
Forces were significantly decreased.

By the mid-l970's, it was apparent that although substantial financial savings
had been accrued through some logistics system integration, the system as a whole was

5

nowhere near capable of supporting the combat forces ofthe Canadian military in an
operational wartime environment. The Department of National Defence boasted the
highest paid soldier in NATO and provided one ofthe most poorly equipped soldiers in

NATO. By the mid-l980's, nanowing the "commitment-capability gap" was the main
defence

priority for the Canadian government; the most immediate concern was for

equipment capabilities.

The Canadian Government had created a unified military force; it had
consolidated its command infrastructure; but it had failed to completely integrate its

logistics system, the one system that would provide the mobilization and sustainment
capabilities its military forces required to carry out their mandate. By 1990, the
Canadian military logistics system was administratively overburdened and operationally

inefficient. With the exception of its support to relatively small scale peacetime United
Nations operations, the Canadian military logistics system was far flom the capability of
supporting Canada's fighting forces in a wartime scenario either as a NATO ally or as a
partner in a multlnational contingent, This factor would ultimately contribute to the
decision not to deploy a Canadian Mechanized Brigade in the Gulf War in the winter
1991. Yet

it

continued to

has been argued that

tkoughout this period the Canadian military

fulfil the roles assigned to it in a peacetime environment and, therefore, its

operational capabilities remained unaffected by the reorganization process. The
chapters that

of

follow will attempt to conclude that the opposite was in fact the case.

THEORETICAL BASIS

The theoretical basis for this analysis will focus on criticai examination

primarily of the related works of James Huston, Martin Van Creveld, Geoffrey
Ashcroft and Henry E. Eccles, as well as contemporary Canadian, United States, and

NATO military logistics concepts and doctrine during the period of reorganization.
Huston's work is signiñcant in that it represents the first detailed examination ofthe
importance of logistics in World War II U.S. military strategy and, more importantly,

NATO strategy and logistics after the War. Van Creveld's work also represents detailed
theoretical examination of logistics concepts and principles in the immediate post-

World War II strategic environment. Eccles and Ashcroft were chosen because their
work ¡eflects most accurately the predominant concepts of strategy, tactics, and logistics
at the time

ofthe reorganization process.a Logistics, Eccles believed, was "...so

important that it should be completely centralized in a single logistics service that
provides all logistics suppofi to the other services or branches...".s

a

HenryE.Eccles, Mìlít Ì! Cortcepts arrd Philosopú¡'eJ, Rutgers University press, 1965.
Eccles'theories were developed from his extensive study and commentary in the fields ofcontemporary
logistics and strategy in the 1950's and 1960's. During this period, he lectured extensively on logistics at
the Naval War College and the U.S. Air Force School ofsystems and Logistics. His otherwritings include
OperationalNaval Logislícsand Log¡slics in the National Defer?ce Eccles'research in the field oflogistics
is perhaps the most detailed since James Hwton'sThe Sinetvs of l/ar. GeofÍÌey Ashcroft was an Assistant
Secretary in the British Ministry of Defence and a Research Associat€ at the lnstitute of Stratgic Studies
in 1969. During this period Ashcroft rvas studying European and NATO logistics co-operation and
integration.

5

Eccles, spg1i1. p.19.
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With the exception of these individuals, contemporary academic work on

military logistics concepts and principles is limited to professional army doctrine.
Throughout the 1960's, much of the Western academic attention in the field of Strategic
Studies focussed on nuclear detenence and the strategic concept offlexible response.
Consequently, academic examination of logistics concepts and principles was, with
these few exceptions, scarce and

incomplete. The maj ority of written work on this

subject during the period of reorganization can be found in army doctrine and operating

procedures. Government studies concerning logistics during this period focussed on
the provision

ofa more economically efficient logistics support system and tended to

leave the adaptation/revision oflogistics principles and concepts to the military

strategists. Although the operational capabilities of the modern army were directly
tied to the nation's economy, the true measure of efficiency of the logistics system lay
in its ability to mobilize and sustain its military at war.

This is an examination of a process which reflects the relationship between
strategy and logistics as it had evolved from the end of

WWII. Logistics, by the time of

reorganization, involved more than the "long trains" of materiel and persormel used to
supply armies during WW

II.

By the mid-1960's, logistics was an all-encompassing

concept ranging from intimate aspects ofthe nations economic industrial base to the
sustainment of tactical forces on the battlefield.ó What had not changed was the

Eccles, gp_qi!. pp.80-82

8

fundamental purpose of military logistics: to ensure that military forces can be

mobilized and sustained in conflict while employing tactics in the execution

of

strategy.

THESIS OUTLINE

Prior to any detailed study oflogistics concepts and principles, the analytical
boundaries of this thesis must be identified. This study will focus primarily on those
concepts and principles

oflogistics which influenced the process ofintegration ofthe

Canadian military logistics system.The myriad of studies completed on the integration
and unification

ofthe Canadian military in the 1960's usually explain why this process

occured, whether or not its political or economic objectives were met, and the extent to
which the political agendas of those in power at the time affected the outcomes. Some
studies attempt to demonstrate how the decisions

ofthe Canadian government in 1964

relate to any particular behavioural model of national governmentsT. This study is not
an application of any such organizational or behavioural models. The political causes
and rnerits of the unification and integration

?

ofthe Canadian military will not be

David Patrick Burke, The Polit¡cs oJt the Co sd¡on Arnrcd Forces: The pot¡t¡cs of
Adni istration, (PhD Thesis for the Department of Government, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Massachusetb, January 1975). Note: David Patrick Burke,s analytical orientation
foìlows the conceptual framewo¡k of the Burequcratic Pol¡tics Model. Burke's assessment of rvhy the
Canadian Govemment decided to uniS its military is based as much on the personalities involved in the
decision as it is the "outputs oflarge organizations follo¡ving standard pattems ofbehaviou¡,'.

DeÍe ce in the Pearso

9

consideled beyond that which is necessary for a basic understanding ofthe events that

occurred, Examination ofthe strategic objectives ofunification and integration, i.e. the
enhanced operational capability

ofthe Canadian Armed Forces, is the basis of this

study.

This thesis will be divided into two sections of four chapters with a fifth
concluding chapter. The first section is intended to provide an understanding of the
evolution of logistics concepts and principles throughout history. This will be presented
fìrst, from a historical perspective (Chapter One), and second, fiom a theoretical
perspective (Chapter Two). The second section

will examine the evolution of the

Canadian military's logistics system up to, and including, the reorganization process in

the 1960's (Chapter 3). This section will also include an examination ofthe rationale
behind the decision for and the implementation ofan integrated logistics system for the
Canadian Military (Chapter 4). The objective is to assess the effects ofthis integration
on the operational capabilities

ofthe Canadian military

a decade after the

commencement of reorganization. The fifth concluding chapter will examine the
contemporary relevance ofthis process to cunent operational capabilities ofthe
Canadian military.

The first chapter

will

serve as an introduction to the concepts and principles

of

logistics in the study of war. Examination will focus on the evolution and change in
importance ofthe role oflogistics, as it relates to strategy. Analysis

will

be essentially

10

from

a

historical perspective.

The second chapter will consist ofa theoretical examination ofthe logistics
concepts and principles in the WW II and Cold War strategic environment. The focus

will

be on the theoretical relevance of logistics principles and the military logistics

system in relation to the evolution of western military strategy. Examination

of

contemporary theories oflogistics system integration as they relate to strategy in

particular will provide a better understanding ofthe "bridge" spanning logistics on the
battlefield and the logistics of a nation's economy and, more importantly, the
significance of this relationship to the operational capabilities of a nation's military.

The third chapter will examine the evolution of the Canadian military,s logistics
system from before Confederation up to the reorganization process (integration and

unification). This chapter will highlight the recurring priorities in Canadian defence
policy during the above mentioned period of examination. This is intended to establish
an understanding of the

political trends and assumptions which have traditionally

influenced the formulation ofCanadian military defence policies, particularly in the area

of logistics.

The fourth chapter

will comprise

a detailed analysis

ofthe reorganization

process, specifically the rationale behind and the attempt at, the integration ofthe
Canadian military's logistics system between 1965 and 1975. This will involve an

.11
examination ofthe impact the integration process had on the operational capabilities

of

the Canadian military thlough an analysis ofthe various staff management studies
carried out by the Department ofNational Defence during this period. These
assessments prove to be most accurate and unique, as they are based on "eye-witness

testimony", and are very objective in their conclusions and recommendations for the
integration process.

The f,rfth, and concluding, chapter will present an analysis of the contemporary
relevance ofthe integration process specifically on the cunent operational capabilities

of the Canadian military. In this context, the Canadian Forces logistics system's
response to the logistical requitements in the Gulf War and most recently in UN
Peacekeeping operations

will

be examined.

Prior to further examination of these changes, an understanding of the
significance of logistics in the conduct of war is necessary. This will be addressed,

initially, through an examination ofthe relationship between logistics and strategy from
a

historical perspective.

12

CHAPTER ONE: rnø nvoturtoy or toetsrtcs
IN MILITARY HISTORY

The challenge of studying logistics concepts and principles is that it involves
addressing an aspect of war which has historically received

little academic analysis.

Logistics is probably the least exciTing aspect of war, and consequently it is often
misunderstood, neglected, and understudied. This chapter

will look at the changes in

the roles and importance of logistics as they have corresponded to changes in strategy

throughout history. The intention is to provide a better understanding, not only ofthe
relation of logistics to the formulation of strategy, but of the evolution ofthe importance

of logistics in the study of war.

The strategic significance involved in the calculations and decisions that must be
made in the name of logistics is frequently ignored by

military histo¡ians (and the

occasional operational commander). Traditionally, not more than a page or two in the

romanticized accounts of the g'eat battles is devoted to the preparation and sustainment

of armies in combat. As Martin Van Creveld writes in his book, Supplying llar,
fiogistics calculations] "do not appeal to the imagination", and furthermore, when

t3
logistics faclo¡s are considered, "references to them are often crude and in the
extreme".s Even Clauswitz's "On
science', discusses the concept

llar", often

off

described as 'the Bible of military

iclion, but fails to address adequately the importance

of sufficient logistics support.e Yet,

as

long as there have been armies, there have been

logistics considerations, critical from the preparation and mobilization to the
employment and sustainment of those armies in combat. As Michael E. Howard argues,
"No campaign can be understood, and no valid conclusions drawn from it, unless its
logistical problems are studied as thoroughly as the course of operations." r0 This
capaciÌy to supply, transport and maintain armies has spelled the success or failure
many military operations and strategies throughout

of

history. According to Howard, the

"operational triumphs" of commanders such as Napoleon and Frederick the Great were
not accomplished without a "profound understanding" of logistical planning.rr

In war, even the most brilliant strategies can be rendered useless if they are not
supported by equally imaginative logistics plans. Wars cannot be won without
successful strategy. Strategic plans are of no use without the tactical forces to

3

Marlin Van Crstteld, Suppl¡ting War 1 Logìstics
Universitv P¡ess. Nerv York. 1977. o.2.

from Wollenstein to Petlon,

CambritJge

'

Miohael E. Horvard, The Forgoãen Dinrcnsíott of Strategy, Fotuign Aflaírs 51, no.Z,
January 1973. Howard credits Clausewiu \vitlì simplifying the definition of strategy rvhich, in his rvords,
"perfomred a major servia€ to strategic thid<ing". Hôrvever, Ho\yard poirts out thal lhrough tlús defulitiou,
Clauscwiû also excluded "a rvhole range of military activities from consideration".

t0

Miclrael E.

"

Ibid., p.102.

Holatd, The

p.102.

Causes

of Wors (Canbrid.ge: Han,ard University Press, l9B3)
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implement them. Those forces are always limited by the support available to them.

Without sufflcient logistics capabilities, the credibility ofgreat strategies, impressive
tactics of combat forces, and advanced weapons systems are greatly undermined.

Van C¡eveld states that strategy is not determined simply by ',numerical
strengths, doctrine, intelligence, arms and tactics", but, more importantly, by factors

"concerning requirements, supplies avaiiable and expected, organization and
administration, transportation, and arteries of communication".12 Before strategy and
tactics can be implemented, these factors must be completely considered and

understood. As Lider states, "the practical application ofa strategic concept consists of
a

group of specific tactical operations that must be preceded by logistical operations',.r3

Logistics does not necessarily set the strategy for war, but it sets the parameters which
can indicate the "best" strategy to be taken. Lieutenant-Colonel George C. Thorpe

defines this relationship in this manner: I'Strategy and tactics determine the scheme for
the conduct of military operations, logistics provides the means. "ra

To be successful in battle, all commanders must be aware, at all times, of the
capabilities oftheir logistics organizations to support their strategies or tactics. In either

12

Van Creveld, Supplyirrg Wør.,p.l.

13

Julian Lider, MìIitary Theory,: Concept, Stïucfire, Problents (Nerv York: St. Mafin,s

Press, 1983) p.206.

ta

Creorge C. Tltorpe,

Fraulilin Hudson, 1917) p.9.

htre Logistics - The Scíence of Wor Preparation (Katsas Cit¡,, Mo.:

15

case, logistics is paramount in the development and application

all levels. In the end, "war becomes

a matter

of strategy and tactics at

of movement and supply caried out

concurrently throughout the execution of strategy. "r5 When one considers the logistical
calculations involved in the execution of strategies and tactics, the ac¡:,

,|

bqttles

themselves might appear "anti-climatic" to their planners. As Lieutenant-Colonel
George C. Thorpe states;

"Strategy is to war what the plot is to the play; Tactics is represented by
the role of the players; Logistics furnishes the stage management,
accessories, and maintenance. The audience, thrilled by by the action of
the play and the art ofthe performers, overlooks all ofthe cleverly
hidden details of stage management."r6

To consider further the fundamental question ofhow logistics is related to strategy, it is
necessary not only to distinguish between the two, but to examine their relationship

from a histo¡ical perspective. To better understand this, clarification ofthe terms and
definitions used in this study is necessary. This, in itseli will prove difficult as there
exist countless stipulative definitions of strategy, tactics, and logistics.

15

Sir Ronald M.Weeks, Organìztttion anil Equìpmerú

University Press, 1950) p.3

16

horpe, gppi¡, p.9.

For Wor, (Catnbnrlge: Cambriclge

t6

DEFINITIONS

Strategy is defined as "the use of military operations for the effect of war", a
response to the "political aim" of war.r7 Strategy is further distinguished f¡om tactics

with the Clausewitzian concept ofthe latter being; "the use of armed forces in the
engagement", and the former being, "the use of engagements for the object of war,,.rE
Tøctics is the use of armies on the battlefield, while strategy is the use oftactics as the

military solution to achieving specific political objectives. Put simply, Logistics canbe
described as "the practical art of moving armies and keeping them supplied"te.

Logistics concerns the minimalization of all and any factors which limit the
implementation of strategy and tactics.

When defining logistics, the most recognized written introduction of the word is
attributed to one of Napoleon's staff officers, Antoine Henri Jomini, in 1836, from his

vtork The Art of LVar. In it, Jomini discusses "...the trinity of strategy, grand tactics, and
logistics", and defines logistics as "the practical art of moving armies"20. Jomini
considered the study of logistics to be a "new science"; the key principle which forms

'?
t3

Lider, qp-si!. p.205.

Miohaol Horvard and Peter Paret (eds.aùd transl.), On Wqr,' Cørl Von Clausevìtz,

@rincetou: Princeton University Press, 1989) p.128.

Ie
20

Van Crevel , Supplyíng

l{ør,,p.l.

Antoine He¡úJomlla| The Art of I/ør, (Greenrvood Press: Westpof, Connecticut, l9?
{frorn the oliginal 1862 lranslation}), p. 252.

I

t7
"one of the most essential parts ofthe art of war".2r Over a century later, The

Dictionary of Utited States Army Terms (1944), defined logistics as "the art of planning
and canying out

military movement, evacuation and supply",22

In the 1960's, Henry Eccles went beyond defining logistics

as

simply

"supplying, transporting, and maintaining armies on the battlefìeld". He interpreted
logistics to be an all-encompassing concept when studying war, its relevance extending
beyond the battlefield to the national economy. For James A, Huston, "logistics is the

application of time and space factors to war.. it is the economics of war"23 and "logistics
can no more be seperated from strategy and tactics than the fuel can be seperated from a

motor vehicle and have it continue to operate".2a Douglas Bland reiterated this
inte¡pretation with his own contemporary definition of logistics which reflects this
expansion of the role and importance of logistics;

"Logistics as a military concept is all-embracing... an intrinsic
component of all aspects of command, operations, strategy, and tactics.
No part ofthe end product ofthe defence policy process is valid unless

,'

Ibk!., p.253.

22

Jarnes A. Huston, lÍe,llirøu.r ofll/ar: Arnry Logistics 1775- 1953, (Office of Military
History, Depafment of the Anny: Washington, D.C., 1966), p.vii.

¡3
2{

lbid..p.vüi.

James A. Huslon, One For AII- NATO Strateg oncl Logístìcs Through the Fornntìve
Periad, (Nel'ark: Univetsity of Dela\yare Press, Tor.onto, 1984), p.85.
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logistics considerations have been addressed throughout. "
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Lieutenant-General (Ret'd) James C. Smith echoes this belief that no modern strategist
or tacticìan can credibly relegate logistics to a "lesser place" in military planning. He
states;

"Logistics is today an equal element with the operational elements in
planning any military operation. Equipping a contingent, transporting it
the crisis area and sustaining it is every bit as important as training the
troops and leading them in battle. The analogy of logistics as being the
vital link in the military capability chain is more valid today than ever
before."26

In the Canadian military, logistics is defined as "one of the three basic military arts in
modern doctrine" and involves the "provision ofresources to support the strategy and
tactics of combat forces".2? Brigadier-General W,C. Leach, former Canadian Forces

Director General Supply Systems (DGSS) and Logistics Branch Advisor, views
logistics as "that which tums strategy into tactics, translating failure into success and
vice-versa".?8

'5

Douglas Blantl, The Adnúnísbation of Defence Policy ítr Canado - Ig47

26

Intervielv lyith James C. Smith, oo.cit,

z7

Htutdbook

to I!ES,

(Kingston; Ronald P. Frye & Company, 1987), p. 134.

1993,

p.l.

ott

rc Csnodidtt Forces Logistics Branch, Dçparhnent of National Defence,

'?3 Quote obtained in i¡rtervierv ryilh Brigadier-General W.C. Leach, Dhector Geu€ral
Supply Sen ices and Canadia¡r Forces Logistics Branch Advisor, (National Deferce Headquarters, Dec 6,
19e3).
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The above deflrnitions of logistics are fundamentally associated with the moving
and supplying of armies on the battlefield and are mo¡e applicable to an examination

of

logistics during the two World Wars and the Korean War. In examining the
effectiveness of a logistics system as a whole to provide support to operational forces,
the definition of logistics must be "expanded" beyond the more "traditional" definitions

highlighted thus far. In the context of this study, logistics is defined as; all military and
civilian ftutcÍions designed to support the operatiorøl capabilities of combat forces.2e
This definition encompasses a broad spectrum of related activities beginning with the
defence industrial base and culminating with the logistics support provided to military
fo¡ces in an operational environment. To define logistics simply as the moving and

supplying of armies on the battlefield represents a "narow interpretation" which
excludes the impact ofnational political and economic priorities on the effectiveness

of

the logistics system.

An assessment of the effectiveness of the military logistics system must also
include an examination of "non-military" factors (such as rhese political and economic

priorities) which contribute to the capabilities ofthat system. Fo¡ example, the defence
industrial base provides the logistics system with the "means" ior its effectiveness
through the production of the mate¡iel and equipment required by the logistics system to
support military operations. The procurement ofthese "means" is dependent upon

tbid
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national political and economic priorities which often seek to maximize industrial
beneflits at the expense of qualitative or quantitative levels of operational support.
These effects

will

be examined further in the next chapter through discussion

ofEccles'

notion of"producer and consumer logistics".

In the context ofthe integration ofthe Canadian miiitary logistics system, the
failure ofthis process will reflect the application ofthe "expanded" definition of
logistics. The chapters that follow will highlight the political and economic priorities
which played an important role in determining the effectiveness ofthat system in
supporting its operational forces. The application of the "expanded" definition

of

logistics will be used to permit a more thorough examination of the integration p¡ocess
and the ci¡cumstances which led to the failure of this process. This

will

lead to a better

understanding of how this affected the operational capabilities ofthe Canadian military.

THE LOGISTICS EVOLUTION

The history of logistics can be summarized by periods of development in the
supply, transport and maintenance capabilities of armies which coincide with the major
developments in strategy and tacfics. Hence the most direct approach to a sfudy of the

21

evolution of logistics would be to conduct a comparative analysis ofthe strategic and
tactical evolutions in warfare with the associated changes that have occurred in the
principles of logistics and the techniques with which they are applied on the battlefield
in support of those strategies and tactics. For example, the growth in the size of modern
armies, and the technological advancements made in firepower and industrialization,
were all developments which had profound effects on the conduct of war. These
changes not only affected the tactics and strategies practised by armiês, but equally

affected the logistics requirements necessary to support their implementation. As
armies grew in size, their logistics requirements grew exponentially. As armies became
more mobile, so too did their logistics organizations. Logistics principles and techniques

evolved along side ofthe strategies and tactics ofthe day and remained essential
elements in the conduct of war.

Wars during the Middle Ages were fought with bows and pikes and by Men at

Arms summoned by feudal lords. Feudal armies lived off the "spoils of war", as the
revenues of the Crown were usually insufficient to support large standing armies.
Regardless

ofhow soldiers were recruited, how they were trained,

and even how they

fought, they still required "to bepaid, cared for, and equipped".30 The "booty and
plunder"

a

victorious army received from

resources the soldie¡s had for their

{

a defeated enemy

or town were often the sole

survival. As armies increased in numbers of soldiers

Geoftey P wker, The Mililary Revoltttiorr: trtí\itury írnovation otttl the rìse of the lyest 1500 to 1E00, (Camhridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), p.61.
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and weaponry, so too did their logistics requirements. "Plunder" and "booty" soon

proved insufhcient as a dependable means ofsupport for these larger armies. These
armies could not stay in one place for any length of time as supplies such as wheat to
make flour could be exhausted rapidly especially during a siege3r. As Parker points out,

this led to a recognition ofthe need for more efficient, organized systems of
maintenance, procurement, and transportation for armies.

During the l6th and 17th centuries armies began to grow at alarming rates. In
1552, during the reign

ofthe Emperor Charles V, it

has been calculated that he was

supporting armies totalling over 148,000 men throughout Germany, Italy, France and
Spain.32 These large standing armies created incredibte requirements fo¡ their

transportation, maintenance, and supply. As Parker points out, "providing the Spanish

Army of Flanders, which remained constantly mobilized from 1567 to 1706, with the
essentials of its support and maintenance \ryas an impressive,

if not astonishing

feat,

even by today's standards".33 Armies continually had to be accompanied by cantp

3r

Van Crevcld discusses this issue at length it Supplyirtg lflar. Al anny of 60,000 men
tequùed an elonnous amount of flourrvhother on the march or encamped. Furthennore, an amry rvhiclr
stayed in one place for any length of time inevitably rvould have to suspend its operations and function as
"a food-producing machine lhat milled grain, gathered rvood, baked flour and reaped fodder". As Va¡
Creveld states, "lndeed it rvas possible for an army's military funotion to be vttually suspended i¡ favour
of logistic ones for enti¡e periods. This rvas espeoially the case rvhen fodder had to be reaped, and
extraordilar¡, precautions to avoid being surprised duling such limç \yere necessary." - p.35.

3'?

Parke¡ gpg!!., p.45

*

IÞr4,, p 7s.
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follovers

such as carters, ostlers, servants for the troops, cooks, and medical support.3a

In addition to the soldiers and horses, all ofthese "support staff' had to be fed, clothed,
lodged, and transported.

As armies increased in size, they had to be supported by: "protection money,'
¡eceived from villages; "contributions" such as food, clothing, munitions, lodgings and

transport; and, civilian "contractors" who "serviced" armies in areas frequently visited
by troops.35 Constant maintenance of armies was necessary to ensure they were
efflrcient and effective. Occasionally the numbers of "civilian supporters" would equal

or surpass the armies they were supporting.36 Then, as is the case today, "an army
marched on its stomach". This alone was an astonishing feat as Engels explains in

Alexqndsr fhe Greal and the Logistics of the Macedonian Arm¡f1

.

For example, to feed

an army of30,000 a pound of meat per man, per day, required the slaughter of over

',
35

Ib!!., p.78.
lbi¡!, pp.66-67.

Parker gives a mole specifrc example in furthe¡ text; ,'Wren the Spauish Anny of
Flande¡s laid siege to Bergen-op-Zoom tn 1622, t\e Calvinist pastors in the beleaguered torvn virtuously
rec¡rded in their diary that 'suoh a long tai.l on such a small body rever rvas seeu:... such a srnall army rvitlr
so marìy carts, baggage horses, nags, laokeys, rvomen,

children and a rabble rvhich nunbered far nore thau

the ånny itself."- p.77.

37 Donald W. Engels, Alzrander the Great and the Logistics of the Macedottíon Arnty,
(Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1978), p.145. Alexa¡rder's Army of65,000 (including 16,000
follorvers) rec¡uired 6,100 cavalry horses, 1,300 baggage animals, and 8,400 pack animals to canl
provisions. TLe grain and forage required for the animals totalletl over 216,000 lbs per day. Tlle lvate¡
required by these animals totalcd over 126,000 gal per day. The ecluivalent amou¡rts fo¡ the soldie¡s and
follorvers rvas ove¡ 32,000 gal ofrvater per day and 20,000 lbs of grain per day. (Appendix 5, Table 3).
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1,500 sheep daily.38 This was further complicated by transportation problems for armies

that were constantly on the move. The transportation of a week's supplies of fiour
meant transporting the ovens to bake it in and the wood to fire the ovens.3e

The increase in importance of these support requirements consequently affected
strategies employed by armies. Wars were often fought until one side's resources were
exhausted.

Victory often went to the army that fought supply shortages, sickness,

accomodation and transport deficiencies better than its opponent, Rather than "win,' a
battle through strategic and tactical "brute force", commanders recognized the benefits

of logislical attrilion to secuÍe an enemy's defeat. An example of this technique was
observed

with Edward III's frrst expedition against the Scots;

"The intention of the English lords... was to keep the Scots besieged
there; for, as they could not well fight them, they hoped to starve them.
They knew from their prisoners that they had neither bread, wine, salt,
nor other provisions..for they were so weakened by famine that they
could scarce move. "ao

Yet, this "strategy" of attrition evenrually proved to be ineffective as it became
increasingly taxing financially and logistically for both sides. Unfed, cold, and unpaid

33

Parke¡ gppi1., p.76.

,,

IÞ.t!., p.76.

r0

Sir Edrva¡d Bruce Ha.n:ley (General), The Operøtions

(London: William Blackryood and Sons, 1878), p.9.

of War: Exploíned and lllttsfiated,
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troops often resorted to mutiny or desertion.at

When considering military strategy throughout history, one undoubtedly
study the strategies

of Napoleon. Not surprisingly,

as

will

Van Creveld points out, military

historians have failed to credit "the one field of Napoleonic warfare that is still believed

to have been fundamentally different from anything that went previously... the logistics
one".a2 Napoleon established "a properly organized

military requisitionin service"

which was possibly the first ever of its kind.a3 Napoleon's Russian campaign provides
an excellant example of the evolution of the importance of logistics in warfare.

Napoleon's logistics plan in his German and Northern Italian campaigns were effective
because they were employed in prosperous, resource "abundant" regions and were

coupled with "short, sharp strategiesr'. In each campaign, each country along
Napoleon's route of march p¡ovided his military with the vast logistics ¡esources which
could be organized and stockpiled in "supply depots";

"Officers were charged with locating food stockpiles, often even before
war had b¡oken out. The basic calculation was that a given area could
support an army roughly equal in size to its own population for about
two weeks without serious strain. Napoleon's agents would advance with
his armies, secure food stuffs and establish forward depots whenever

rr

Martin Va¡r CrevekJ, Technology and War - From 2000 B.C. to the Present,T\eEree
P¡ess, MacMilla¡Ì Publishers, 1989, p.116. - According to Van Creveld, supply reqùisition ryas a routine
and complicated underiaking; "So bad rvas the problem of desefion that the troops could not be penni¡ed
to forage on tlreir onn, bùt had to do so ert bloc and under guard'.

12

Vau Crevek), Supplying l4/ør, p.2.

13

Van Crevçld, Technology and War - From 2000 B.C. to the Present,p.116.

needed. This meant the army could "travel light"...therefore fast...key to

Napoleon's victories. "{{

The planning that went into Napoleon's attempt to conquer Russia included the
establishment of "supply depots" to store food and other supplies, close to the Russian
bo¡der. To transport these supplies to the bases and to the soldiers, he ordered the

production ofthousands of light one-horse carts.45 He considered the logistics
requirements ofhis armies much in advance of the actual offensive. Consideration fo¡
the logistics requirements of his armies allowed Napoleon to conduct his rapid strategic
advancement into Russia. Yet, by the time his "Grande A¡mee" reached Moscow, its
soldiers were starving, freezing and exhausted. Napoleon was fo¡ced to retreat and
Russian forces continued to attack his retreating army back into Prussia. Napoleon had
been

well prepared logistically for the invasion, but had not considered the logistics

requirements to feed and supply an army in an equally rapid (and unexpected) retreat:
'rNo strategy or tactics could overcome the fact that the troops were hungry, freezing
and lacked fighting equipment.a6 Nonetheless, Napoleon was mo¡e aware of the

Al Nofi, The Nopoboníc Revohttion in Logístics iû Strategy and Tactics, p.34., cited
"
in The Logistics Brønch Handbook,
(Supply and Services, 1983) pp.

{r

Hunte¡ LColT.M,, CD, Nøpoleon in Victory ond Dqf¿r¡t, Queeû's Prhter and Controller
of Stationaq', Ottarva, 1964, p.196., cited in "Logistics Branch Handbook,,, oo cit., pp. 3-5. According to
Hunter, Napoleon rvas properly prepared logistically for the Russian campaign but it was his strateg)' that

failed hin; "The key to Napoleon's strategy... \yas to drarv the Russian armies to ûre defence and achieve
a quick decision. TLe Russians realized lhis stralegy... ârd Çontinuously reteated... leaving nothing rvith
rvhich Napoleon could feed his men and animals." Napoleon's strategy failed for tlte sams reasons it had
been so successful; his adherence 10, aad neglect of, irnpofant logistics considcrations.

{6

"Handbook

on

re

Supply and Services, 1993, pp. 3-7.

Caladian Fo¡ces Logistics Branch", Depart¡nent ofNational Defence,
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logistics requirements of his armies than many of his contemporaries, and he established
a precedent

for detailed logistics provisionment in the formulation and execution of

strategy.

It was not until the industrial revolution that the logistics problems experienced
by Napoleon and othe¡s who followed were resolved and simultaneously became more

complex. Although industrialization allowed armies to be transported further from their
support bases and supplied for longer periods, it also increased the effects of "friction"
on strategic plans. As strategic plans became more grandiose, so too did the logistical
requirements to implement them.

However, the true significance of these developments was not fully observed

until they were learned

as

valuable lessons in the First and Second Wo¡ld Wars.

Nowhere has the evolution of logistics and its effects on strategy been more apparent
and more decisive than during these periods. In both wars, the

Allied logistics

requirements were astronomical. This factor had a definite effect on the strategies that

were adopted. For example, Montgomery's rapid advances along the North African
coast were constantly "put on hold" while he waited for ¡e-supply.aT
these logistics considerations may have prevented the execution
a

It is arguable that

ofa better, or certainly

differen! strategy than the one Montgomery adopted. In the D-Day operation, the

Weeks, qp3]!., p. 93
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desired strategy could not be carried out until the necessary resources, men, equipment,

aircraft, and ships were in place. Every change in strategy, resulted in changes in the
allocation of these resourc es aÍd vice versa. For example, Churchill was preoccupied

with the shofage of the necessary number of landing craft required for the operation

as

this delayed the actual D-Day date.as Concerning the war in the Pacific, MacArthur
experienced critical logistics problems as well;

"The great problem of warfare in the Paciflrc is to move forces into
contact and maintain them...victory is dependent upon the solution of the
logistics problem. "ae

Many of the major strategic decisions of the Second World war were based

as much on

logistics capabilities as on the combat flrghting capabilities of the Allied forces.
Montgomery's Eighth Army and other Allied mobile formations in North Africa were

significantly limited by delays associated with the Allied logistics system. North Africa
was without any local resources. As such,

field supply depots and maintenance centres

were the only source of logistics support. Reliance on rear area support based in coastal

shipping ports forced both Allied and Axis powers to focus a majority of their strategic
efforts on control of harbours and "mastery in the Mediterranean,' . 50 The battle to

18

Si¡ Winston S. Churchill, Closittg the Rìng, (Boston: The Houghton

Mifflil

Cornpany,

l95l), p.514. Conceming this, Churchill remarked; "Horv is it that the plaos of t\yo great empires like
Britah and the United Statos should be so much hamslrung and limited by a hundrecl or trvo of these
particular vessels rvill never be undç¡stood by history."
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Huston, ,Sritøus ofWor

- "Arnty Logístìcs 1775-1953", pp.435-436..

Lt H.B Kala, "North Afrícm Cant¡taígn 1940-j943,,, (Natraj publishers,

India, 1978), p. 112.

Dehra Dun,
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maintain supply lines of water, food, ammunition and, especially, fuel preoccupied
commanders at all levels. On mo¡e than one occasion, the Allied advance to Tripoli was
halted due to fuel shortages. Similar logistics problems served to dictate Montgomery,s
attack plan in the Battle ofBuerat Line. Heavy gales at Benghazi port ten days before
the attack was to begin resulted in a reduced supply intake by 60%o, forcing

Montgomery to modify his plan. He was left to attack with only three divisions instead
of four on Buerat.5r

As for the Axis forces, Rommel was plagued by inherent weaknesses in his own
logistics system. The ltalians were in complete control of the shipping and ports, which
severely limited Rommel's influence on the supply system.s2 Rommel's supply lines
were stretched to the limit, and "his handling of the battle was greatly influenced by

availability offuel".53 As Kala states;

"The study of the North Africa campaign cannot be completely
understood without considering the administrative facto¡s and resources
available to the ¡ival sides. The number of formations involved in the
battle can be misleading, for, in the case of the Germans, these were
often severely depleted, non-motorised and without sufficient supplies
particularly fuel. " 5a

5l

Kâla, ol] qit., p.76.

52

Ibid., p. 114.

5l

Ibid., p.

5,t

Ibid., p. I19.
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Logistics deficiencies not only prolonged the campaign in North Africa, but also greatly
affected the strategies employed by both sides. Furthermore, the Allies were severely
restricted strategically because of numerous enemies on numerous fronts. Limited

logistics capabilities (primarily in the form of supply ships and transport ships) forced

Allied Commanders to concentrate the implementation of strategy on one enemy at a

time. Control of Atlantic

and Pacifrc shipping lanes over the Germans, and Italians and,

Japanese respectively placed heavy demands on

Allied logistics resources. The war in

the Pacif,rc meant a diversion oftroops, supplies and cargo ships from their destinations

in Europe. Strategically, there was no reason why there should not have been
simultaneous all-out efforts on all fronts. However, logistics resources were spread so

thin that this became a key factor limiting strategy.

The importance of logistics capabilities in the Second World War clearly
penetrated all aspects of planning both military and civilian, Deployment strategy was
governed by levels of industrial mobilization, deployment strengths, and subsequently

military logistics capabilities. Industrial mobilization represented the civilian
producer's input into the logistics system. It consisted ofthe build-up ofan arsenal

of

men, supplies and materiel to equip the divisions and squadrons which were responsible

to implement future strategic military plans.55 Industrial mobilization became a primary
factor in determining deployment logistics capabilities, and consequently overall

Hlslon, "The Sinaw of Wor", p.424.
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deployment strategy. From the military aspect of a nation's economy to the support

of

the fighting troops on the battlefield, logistics capabilities were key factors in fhe

planning process. Shortly (5 years) after the end ofthe Second World War, strategies,
tactics and logistics changed again, this time quite dramatically.

LOGISTICS AND THE COLD WAR

The Korean War and the threat of Communist expansion in Europe created new
requirements for military logistics support. As Huston states, "the experience of two

world wars and Korea demonstrated the basic necessity of international cooperation in
matters of supply in coalition warfare"56. Logistics requirements to support U.S. troops
5,000 miles from national support stocks, were key determinants in how the U.S. was

going to fight the war57. The American approach to fighting the ,'spread of
Communism" \was to throw money and materiel resources to those countries deemed
most t¡reatened or lulnerable to this expansionism. Huston summarizes the Cold War
as a "logistics situation"

by 1950;

"So far as the United States was concerned, the Cold War was essentially
a contest of logistics. It had entailed, for the United States, military

56

A. Hu s\on, ttone For AII - NATO SlrateÐ' ond Logistics lhrough the Foruntìve
Períod, (1949-1969)", (Nervark: University ofDelarvare Press, 1984), p.289.

57

l/nr",

Jarnes

James A. Hustol, "Guns, Buüer, Poviler ønd Rìce - IJ.S, Arnry Logistics in the Koreßrt
(Selinsgrove: Susqueharura University Press, 1989), p.36.
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operations without the direct combat of war; that was logistics.
American policy had committed itself to programs of foreign aid, that is
logistics support, as the best means of preventing a third world war."58

From a doctrinal perspective, the Cold War and the "nuclear era" brought about a

military strategy which was based on the assumption that the next major war would be

a

devastating, short-lived conflict resulting in an enormous loss of human and materiel

resources. The tactical doctrine of nuclear warfare had armies more widely dispersed on
the battlefield, making logistics support in warfare more complicated, resource
consuming, and increasingly hazardous. The Cold War and the nuclear age brought a

technological revolution in warlare which many considered to have ¡endered most
principies of the traditional art of war obselete. In this environment many logistics
practices were considered somewhat irrelevant.

By the late 1950's and early 1960's, military strategies reflected the beliefthat
any subsequent major war would be a short, devastating thermo-nuclear exchange. The
strategy of Massive Retaliation assumed that the next war would be over before any
large scale mobilization of resources could occur. By the mid-i960's, the strategies

iimited nuclear

w ar

of

andflexible respotße were based on the assumption that the

escalation process from conventional to nuclear war could be controlled. The desire to

control this process increased the requirement for flexibility, sustainability, survivability

"

Iþ!L,p.36.
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and responsiveness in the

military logistics system in order to accomodate these more

complex strategies and tactics.

With controlled escalation came

efficienl

a new requirement

for more specialized,

and responsive logistics capabilities that could allow armies to be deployed

rapidly anywhere in the world on short notice. Once again, logistics techniques,
concepts, and principles would have to be "upgraded" to support these new strategies.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, discussion has focussed on the basic theoretical relationship
between logistics, strategy and tactics, as well as on the historical changes in the nature

of logistics. Historically, the strategic dimension of war has dominated military
planning. However, logistics is inhe¡ent in proper military planning; in that for a
strategy to be successful, logistics capabilities must be key considerations in its

fo¡mulation. The fighting fo¡ces, which execute strategy through tactical operations,
perform the most critical role, but without sufficient logistics support, those operations

ultimately fail to meet their aim. This factoring of logistics requirements and
considerations injects "flexibility" into the formulation of strategy. In turn, Ìogistics

34

flexibility

depends on logistics system responsiveness, efflrciency, effectiveness, and on

the availability ofthe necessary equipment and trained personnel.

Chapter One also highlighted some ofthe changes in the development and
importance of logistics capabilities. As strategies changed and evolved, so too did the

logistics capabilities required for their implementation, Throughout these changes, the
capability ofthe state to provide the required logistics resources has determined the

utility of these new concepts and to an extent, the

success

of strategies. The availability

of adequate logistics support, whether represented by the exploitation ofthe land and its
people during the 17th Centu¡y, or the economic commitment and industrial potential

of

the United States during the Cold War, remained a constant factor in the determination
and implementation of new strategy throughout. The most obvious change has been the
degree of expansion in the sphere of infiuence of logistics capabilities from the

military

aspect of the nation's economy to the economic aspect of strategy. For logistics,
increased

flexibility

has provided increased efflrciency and compatibility,

notjust for

logistics plans, but for the entire logistics system as a whole tiom the civilian producer
to the military consumer. These concepts and principles will be examined more
extensively in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER Tl|tO

:

CONTEMPORARY LOGISTICS

THEORYAND PRINCIPLES

The major changes in strategic concepts and tactical doctrines in the 1960,s had
a dramatic impact on the

logistics techniques and principles associated with them. The

strategy offlexible response and balanced forces, adopted in the 1960's, relied on
strategic flexibility to deal with varying levels ofconflict, from conventional to nuclear.
The attainment of this flexibility is reflected in the state's willingness and ability to

provide the required military capabilities, including, most importantly, a logistics
system which could support that military.se The focus ofthis chapter will be on the
changes in logistics principles and concepts and the impact these changes had on the

structure and opetation ofthe military logistics system in the late 1950's and early
1960's.

Eccles defined strategy as the "comprehensive direction ofpower" and tactics as

"its immediate application".ó0 He argued that logistics "permeates the entire military
establishment" from the civilian policymaker to the commander on the battlefield. He
prefers a detailed examination oflogistics, not merely as the concept ofthe supply,

Eccìes,

qpj:ij., p. 65

Ibid., p.46.
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maintenance, and transport of armies on the battlefield, but rather as a coherent system.

This system is bridged with the economy ofthe state through the relationship between

the'civilian producer'and the'military consumer'. The civilian producer represents the
national industrial production and mobilization capability. The military consumer
represents the user

ofthis capability

at all levels ofoperations.

PRODUCERS AND CONSUMERS

IN THE LOGISTICS

SYSTEM

Eccles described logistics as the bridge between the economy ofthe nation and
the strategy of a nation's military,6r Producer logistics starts in the nation's economy in
the defence industrial base with the civilian producer, and ends with the application

logistics suppoft to operations by

The

of

military consumer'. Both civilian and military

parlicipants make up the military logistics system. Within the military logistics system,
there often exists a difference ofpriorities between the military consumer and the

civilian producer. The military consumer's "needs" are not always met or supported by
the civilian producers in the defence industry, Especially during peacetime, the political

6r

EccÌes, on cit., pp. 72-74. Prodtcer logistics starts as an entirely civilian concept
beginning in the nation's economy. lt is the economic, business and indusfial action and production of the
materiel and human resources required to support the military. Consumer logistics converts the actions
carriedout in producer logistics into a system of military logistics support units. These units are organized
to support various levels ofcombat operations.
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and economic priorities of the govemment focus on the maximum distribution

of

industrial benefits at the expense of the operational requirements ofthe military logistics
system. Ultimately, in a democracy, the civilian producer

will

have final say over

whether or not the military consumer's statement of requirements is legitimate or

affordable. More often than not, the military consumer is forced to accept

a reduction

or

restriction in his statement of requirements. In times of war, military considerations
may prevail over economic concerns. However, in peace time, there may be limited

public support for substantial military expenditures unless those expenditures serve

a

particular political purpose.

At the producer end ofthe logistics system these factors have an indirect impact
on operational effectiveness. For example, during the procurement phase, one program
may be implemented at the expense ofanother program ofless political importance or

utility. The military consumer

is then forced to accept equipment designs which do not

always meet specifìc operational requirements. Many military commanders are left

with the impression that procurement decisions are based more on political and
economic compromises rather than tactical or strategic necessity, This impacts not only
on the effectiveness of the logistics system, but on the ability

ofthe military to carry out

its operational tasks. Critical decisions concerning procurement programs may reflect a
desire on the part

ofthe government to foster national or regional industrial growth.

The civilian producet in conjunction with the civilian policy-maker are
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responsible for ensuring that the national strategies or commitments chosen for the

military are met with

a

willingness to provide the logistics persomel and materiel

resources identified by the military as necessary. The civilian executive must be made
aware of the consequences of its actions on the

military consumer

may prove to be beneficial economically, may not be beneficial
as important that the

and vice-versa.

What

militarilly. It is equally

civilian producer understands the importance ofoperational

effectivness as it is for the military consumer to understand the civilian concepts

of

economics, business management, and financial control.62 Maintaining this balance

will

ensure or at least increase the probability that economic savings can be made along

with

lmproved logrstlcs capabllltles.

Fundamental to achieving this balance is a military strategy which not only
meets national objectives

þarticularly related to domestic socio-economic issues and

commitments to collective security), but it must also be structured to allow the nation's

logistics system to support it in its implementation and sustainment. Without an
effective logistics system, national military strategies will fail in an operational theatre.
Strategic level logistics considerations

will limit when, where,

and how operational

forces will deploy to a theatre of war. Operational theatre logistics considerations may

limit the buildup, movement, size, and speed of combat forces. The military logistics
system is reponsible to manage logistics concerns in both environments.

Eccles, gp_qtt., p. 78.
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THE MILITARY LOGISTICS SYSTEM

The primary function of the military logistics system is the planning, movement
and sustainment ofcombat forces in the execution

ofa miiitary strategy and operations.

The functional areas represent a blend ofcivilian and military interaction which include

supply systems, maintenance systems, trflnspottfllion systems, general engineering
systents,

and,

healtlt services. These areas carry out the /ogislÍcs pracess which is

represented by four elements: øcquisition, distríbutiort, sustainment, and,

tlispositiort."63 At the strategic level, the logistics system, tkough these functional
areas, ensures the necessary logistics resources are procured, allocated, and distributed

to the operational commanders to generate combat forces, sustain their operations and
achieve "maximum combat effectiveness"6{.

The effectiveness of the logistics system rests on the shoulders ofthe military
and civilian commanders. When operational commanders experience difficulties in

formulating and implementing strategy and tactics, their counterparts in the logistics
system are responsible to eliminate or minimize these complications, obstacles, or
delays in the operational plans. Ifthese complications are significant enough, without

63

DeÍetrce Plonnìng Guidance 1997, National Defence Headquarters Director General

Force Development, Otta\va,29 May 1996, Chapter 1,p.2.

'

Iþi.d, p.4.
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the effective support ofthe logistics system, the strategy can fail "intemally" even
before it is put into 'action'.65

The 'effectiveness' of a military strategy is difficult to measure quantitatively
and qualitatively as there are a number of'abstract factors' which affect the success or

failure ofoperations. One can measure numbers, weapon strengths, and equipment and
apply formulated strategies and tactics against an adversary in an attempt to secure its
defeat. However, logistics 'effectiveness' is obtained through the establishment of a
logistics system that is capable ofresponding to the operational forces with the
necessary support at the moment required for the necessary duration. This is a

fundamental general principle oflogistics and is a determining factor in the
effectiveness of the logistics system.

PRINCIPLES OF LOGISTICS

The logistics system allows a nation's military to attain the objectives of its
strategy, not simply through the application oflogistics techniques, but through the
adherence

ofthe logistics system to established logistics principles.66 Logistics

65

Edward N . Lut¡lvak, Struteg!: The Logic of ll/or ond
Peace, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1987) p.14.

66

Eccles, on.cit., p.71.
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techniques refer to the application ofdirect logistics suppoft to operational military
forces and those techniques are restricted by the level oftechnological advancement
those forces. Logistics principles represent the guiding factors in the formulation

of

of

logistics techniques and are based as much on political will and national economic
capabilities as they are a product ofoperational necessity. Eccles distinguished logistics
principles from logistics techniques - the former "having a relativly high degree of
endurance", while the latter "may change very rapidly with advances in technology',.67

Logistics techniques have changed as often as military technology changed; logistics
principles have not changed significantly. However, the priorities placed on certain
logistics principles have changed as national strategies have changed.

The logistics system prepares for war through the adherence to the logistics

principles of responsiveness, simpliciþ,flexibility, econonry, attainúitity,

sustainabilily,

and

survivability when plaruring and conducting operations. These

principles are defined as follows:

Responsiveness. A key principle is getting the right support in
the right place at the right time;
B.

Simplicity. The avoidance of complexity which allows for a
more effective and effrcient planning and provision of logistics
support. Much of this is accomplished through standardization of
support priorities and procedures;

Ibid., p. 71.

Àa

C.

Flexibility.

The ability to adapt logistics support structures
and procedures to constantly changing situations, missions,
concepts of operations, and support requirements. Without
flexibility, logistics plans and operations will not achieve the
desired responsiveness or economy. Flexibility for the logistics
system implies inherent system redundancies, centralized control,
integration of capabilities, and the ability to anticipate system
requirements;

Economy.

The most economic means of providing the
support required without limiting application of the principles
fl exibility, responsiveness, and survivability;

of

Attainability. The ability to provide the minimum logistics
support required to commence operations. This is also known as
logistics readiness;

Sustainability.

F.

The measure ofthe ability to maintain
logistics support to all forces conducting operations for the
duration ofthose operations; and

G.

Survivability. Logistics organizations must be able to prevail in
the face ofpotential destruction as they are more often the "high
value" targets. Survivability may require that logistics
installations are decentralized and dispersed at the expense of
economy.6s

These principles apply equally to the strategic, tactical and logistics system commanders

during the mobilization, deployment, employment, sustainment and redeployment
phases of operations. Ultimately, adherence to these principles
l

assurance

will provide the best

ofthe logistics system's ability to support the operational capabilities ofthe

I

l:

combat forces. It is this operational capability that ensures the state's ability to meet its

68

"DoctrineÍor Logistìcs Suppott ofJoi,tt Opemtiors,, Jp 4-0, United States Army, 27
January 1995, Chapter 2, pp.1-3.
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defence commitments.

Communication, command, and control in the logistics system and the
application ofthe above principles in the logistics planning and implementation process
should ensure this operational capability. The logistics techniques employed in a

particular scenario may prove effective and efficient, but they are by no means the sole
indicator ofthe capabilities ofa nation's logistics system. As stated earlier in this
chapter, the principle of flexibility is the determining factor in the effectiveness of the

logistics system. This flexibility allows the logistics system to adapt to its structures
and procedures to constantly changing requirements, situations, missions and changes

in

operational command and control. Logistics flexibility is achieved th¡ough integration

of these structures and procedures as well as their command and control elements. This
integration must also adhere to the princple of simplicity which is provided for through
the standardization and prioritzation oflogistics procedures. Ifthe logistics system,s
procedures are complicated and unique, in the sense ofhow the functions (supply,
rnaintenance and transport) are executed, the ability ofthe system to respond to and
sustain an operation

will

be

limited. Simplicity is achieved through uniformity of

planning and execution oflogistics procedures at both ends ofthe logistics system.

In addition to this, the logistics system must be at a predete¡mined 'state of
readiness' to respond with the appropriate logistics technique on a moment's notice.

This readiness teflects the logistics principles of responsiveness

and.

attainability.
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Underlying this readiness is the state oftraining and serviceability ofthose resources
and the location ofthose resources. Once a logistics system is determined to be

logistically 'ready' it must then be proven capable of maintaining that level of support to
the operational forces for the predicted duration of a potential conflict. This is known as

'its sustainment capability'and refelcts the logistics principle of sustainabílity. This
capability is dependant upon economic and industrial capabilities as well as the political

will ofthe state. Logistics sytem sustainment capability is also a key factor in the
establishment of a nation's deterrent credibility, be it conventional or nuclear,

Credible logistics capabilities are as critical to conventional deter¡ence as are
credible operational combat capabilities. Furthermore, logistics capabilities go beyond
operational combat capabilities as they are required long after the 'fighting'has ceased.
The same support from the logistics system that positioned those combat forces

'in

theatre' is required for the 'redeployment' and 'clean-up' phases ofthe operation. This
implies the requirement lor the survivability of the logistics system, particularly in the
context ofa foreign theatre ofoperations where the mililary consumer is

'cut-off from

his civilian producer. Support from national logistics system elements becomes an
expensive and time consuming endeavour as this survivability requires dispersion and

decentralization. The principle of flexibility also requires the logistics system to have
duplication of certain functions to provide the redundancy which will ensure the
system's survivability.
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The one principle of logistics which must be adhered to which also limits the

application of the above principles is that of economy. The national economy provides
for the logistics system and the resources it employs. Consequently the logistics system
must always function with economy of effort, economy of resources, and economy

of

financial cost. If economies of effort and resources are not maintained, limited human
and materiel resources

will not

be available to ensure the operational sustainability or

survivability of the logistics system. If these economies are not observed, then failure to
maintain economies of financial cost will logically

follow. In a time of war,

economy

offinancial cost is perhaps the logistics principle observed least. However, during

a

prolonged period ofpeace, the principles the logistics sytem are often forced to adhere

to are those of economic flexibility, financial sustainability, monetary attainability, and
fiscal survivability. Depending on the demands on peacetime forces, the economic
aspects can override immediate and future

military strategic concerns much to the

detrement of military operational capabilities. These economic aspects are reflected in
the state's recognition of the importance of the logistics system, the state's willingness to

provide the financial support to ensure that such a system is in place, and the command,
control and maintenance ofthat system by its civilian and military staff. This economic
situqtion reflects what Eccles described as the "duality in the nature oflogistics,,,
between "business efficiency and combat effectiveness"6e in the nation's military

logistics system. The system is structured at the producer end to function as a large

Eccles, op_s:i!., p. 76.
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corporation maximizing productivity and minimizing costs. At the consumer end, the

logistics system is structured to maximize its application

of

logistics principles for

support to the operational forces and minimize the impact of limitations imposed by
human and materiel shortages and budgetary restraints. In a time ofpeace this

relationship can result in conflicting and competing priorities between the logistics
system's civilian managers and its military commanders. Proposed solutions to this

situation include centralization of command and control, standardization, and
integration of common logistics functions.

LOGISTICS SYSTEM INTEGRATION

The military logistics system has to be structured in a way that fosters the
desired combination of economic efficiency for the civilian producer and operational
support effectiveness for the military consumer. In the. 1950s and 1960s NATO military

logistics systems, in particular, were a "national responsibility" and consequently they
were designed around national specialization in a particular field.70 Countries had
developed their own methods of operational support. The implications of this were
reflected in Liddell Hart's observation,

H|uston, One For A11,p.288.
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"The weakest spot ofany force is its administrative area.... This
weakness has increased with technical progress....That complexity, and
weakness, would be vastly multiplied in any force composed of national
contingents intent to maintain their "national character,, - each requiring
different rations to feed its men; different calibres of ammunition to feed
its weapons, different spare parts and tools; and each functioning on a
different staff-system."7r

Command and control

of NATO's logistics capabilities was best achieved with the

development ofan Alliance military logistics system \ /here all the national coalition

logistics systems are operationally compatible and standardized in function procedures.
One method of attaining this compatibility and functionality was to consolidate the

command and control of the system.

In the early 1960's, new concerns for consolidation, centralization and
integration of NATO logistics system command and control became the subject of much
debate in Europe.

In I 960, after

a series

of visits to NATO Allied Forces Central

Europe Headquarters (HQ AFCENT), the Assembly of the Weste¡n European Union,s

Committee on Defense Questions and Armaments reported on the Alliance,s logistics
problems and recommended (in part) the following:

"Recognizing that the defence in modern war requires a fully integrated
and flexible logistics system adapted solely to the dictates of geography
and military capabilities, where national frontiers have no part;

7'
One For

B.H. Lidd ellHart, Deteffent or Defense, e:{etv y ork, 1960), p.242., as cited in Huston,

All, p.290.
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Recommends to the Council

1.

That as a matter ofurgency allied commanders be given adequate
control in peace and full control in war over all logistic resources
earmarked for forces assigned to their command;
That the logistics system ofthe allied forces be integrated
beginning with common depots for new equipment standard to all
forces...and expanding as modern equipment is introduced, while
the existing natiónal systems correspondingly contract as older,
non-standard equipment is withdrawn;

J-

(Ð

That military stockpiles, which must provide equally for
the requirements of nuclear or more limited war, be brought up to
the planning levels for the first 90 days, the cost being shared
equitably among the countries of the alliance;

(iÐ

That adequate stocks offood and medical supplies be
provided for the civilian population;...,"72

Some critics of centralization and consolidation

ofthe Alliance logistics system argued

that stockpiling 90 days ofsupplies and equipment would be too costly. Others argued
that NATO \¡r'as too 'immature' to negotiate successfully even an integrated Alliance
supply organization. It was possible for individual member states to enter into bilateral
and mutilateral "cooperative logistics arrangements" (as the United States did

with

Germany) but the thought of extending these agreements to all Alliance nations was
conqidered by some as "fanciful and ill-advised".73

It has also been suggested that the

"restlessness" many European Alliance members felt over United States dominance

of

NATO translated into anxiety over not having command and control over the support

12

"St le oÍ Europe t Secur¡\,: Logistics it, Attied Forces Cerúral Europe," Assembly
of Western European Union, Doc.180,25 October 1960, p.3., as cited in Huston, One For A11,p.292.

7r

Huston, One For AIl, pp.293-294
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provided to their own forces.Ta As NATO was experiencing a cold reception for the
notion of intemational integrated logistics, member countries like Canada were
seperately considering the idea of integrating their own national logistics systems.

Although the integration ofnational logistics resources was not as ambitious an
undertaking as that of the NATO proposal, the idea was not without its critics,

particularly from within the military. At the national level, many military commanders
were suspicious that underlying this movement towards integration of the military

logistics system was the desire for greater overall civilian control ofthe system.
Consolidation and centralization of all components of the logistics system was believed
by many military commanders to be beyond justification and certainly implementation.

Military professionals argued that consolidation ofthe military logistics system
removed the decision making capabilities from the hands of those individuals most

"qualified and capable" of carrying them out. An increase in command and control of
the logistics system by civilians (whose understanding of military logistics theory and

principles was considered somewhat Iimited), might in fact decrease the overall
efficiency and effectiveness ofthe system as a whole. The military merit of

a

particular

policy might go uruecognized by civilians who would be more inclined to be concerned
with eliminating costly duplication and less likely to be concemed with the tactical and
strategic implications oftheir decisions. The desired flexibility, responsiveness, and

Ibid., p.296.
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sustainability ofthe military commander is rapidly decreased as the necessary
information and subsequent action gets caught in the "bureaucratic mill" ofan
organization forced to prioritize the requirements ofthe land, air and naval forces.75 On
August 13, 1962 in the U.S. House of Representatives, the Committee on Armed
Services published the Report

ofthe Special Subcommittee on Defence Agencies,

which concluded that: "the rapid development ofcentralized command and logistics in

military organizations serves only to move decisions higher and concentrate them into
the hands of a few people, ...ultimately all decisions, large and small,

will

be crowding

in at the top awaiting resolution".T' A logistics organization with centralized command
and control spends a considerable amount of its time assembling and deciphering

a

the

information with which it is bombarded. A decentralized logistics system allows the
commander the flexibility and speed required to make decisions which are required that

would not be possible under a centralized and integrated structure.

Furthermore, reliance on one large centralized and integrated system may
dec¡ease the system's

survivability through the mechanical or administrative failure of

the entire system as opposed to only one support service for the operational forces. A
centralized integrated logistics system is a large strategic target susceptible to
paralyzing conventional or nuclear attack.77 Its survivability is limited without

75

SamuelL.A. Marshall,The Red Reserve Mess,',Nev Repuålrc,i Vol.l46,No.5 (1an.29,

1962), p. t4
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sufficient system "back-ups". Eccles pointed out that duplication in the logistics
system, such as the supply function, might be deliberate as a means of providing the
necessary redundancy in the system.78 In this way,

if

one service loses its capabilities,

then another service's duplicated system acts as the back-up in the organization.
Regardless, for the civilian policy-maker, this intentional redundancy in the logistics
system is not politically or economically viable.

For the civilian policymaker, an integrated logistics system represented the only

option for a country whose objectives centre on financial restraint and its role in
maintaining a peaceful international environment and rather than its ability to fight a

war. The civilian producers felt that the military logistics system must be managed

as a

business is managed so as to ensure maximum economic efficiency of the military.

Ultimately, civilian control over the military logistics system would ensure "political
control of military operations and economic control over operations of the defence
system."Te A key assumption was that the integration and centralization of the logistics

system would automatically eliminate or at least reduce manpower and materiel waste.
Advocates ofan integrated logistics system believed that "... such consolidation

will

reduce or eliminate differences in strategic concepts and do away with duplication and

"
"
æ

I_È, p'162.
Ib-d., p.162.

IUd., p.157.
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overlap, both in procurement and in the distribution ofoperational supplies."80

However, Eccles wamed that this consolidation of the military logistics system should
not be motivated strictly out of the desire to achieve financial savings, but rather it
should reflect,

"... an assessment ofthe system's 'responsiveness' to the needs ofthe
consumer, ...the 'combat unit needs' must be understood or this
consolidation fails in its objective."sr

Regardless, \'r'hat was most evident to both sides in the debate was the fact that advances

in communications technology, data processing, and airlground transportation in the
1950's and early i960's had made centralization of many logistics activities more

practicable.

In the 1960's, many elected officials in the West who were responsible for
defence policy recognized their obligation for the maintenance

ofall facets ofdefence,

including logistics capabilities. However, they were also responsible to constituents
who often opposed costly defence organizations at the expense ofinternational aid and
domestic social plaruring. Support from constituents for defence expenditures was

usually limited to programs which created jobs or bolstered the economy in their own

region. During a period of detente or prolonged peace, that 'military purpose' changes

'o
8'

]b.i.d., p. 183.

Iþid.,

p.l6l.
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to one of economic and social stimulation

82.

CONCLUSION

In the 1960's the strategy offlexible response and the technology offaster, more
mobile conventional military forces placed new importance and relevance on
established logistics principles. Application

capabilities

of

a nation's

of

these principles ensure the operational

military. This application is primarily

dependent upon the

state's willingness and ability to provide the required military logistics capabilities

primarily through a logistics system which could support national strategies.

The military logistics system is represented by the civilian producer and the

military consumer . Each group

has its own ideas of how the logistics system should be

structured and controlled. Each group also prioritizes logistics principles differently
according to their own objectives. In the 1960's centralization and integration ofthe

military logistics system was considered the best method to ensure its overall economic
and operational effectiveness.

Military commanders opposed it on the grounds it would

limit the system's responsiveness, sustainability and survivability. Advocates of
centralization and integration argued that it would place control properly into the hands

Eccles, 9pgi1., p.188.
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of the civilian while eliminating unecessary and costly duplicated structures. They also
argued that integration would not

limit the system's ability to support the operational

forces but rather it would "streamline" support channels and communications networks.

Ultimately, centralization and integration of the military logistics system would save
money, a priority for any defense department not expected to fight a war in the near
future.

For countries like Canada, the 1950's and 1960's brought the economic and

social "purposes" ofdefence to the political forefront. The Canadian military logistics
system had evolved into an enormous organization, a transcending blend of civilian and

military political and economic activity. Financial and administrative accountability
began to dominate the agenda ofpoliticians who could no

longerjustifr the necessary

defence expenditures required to achieve the military parity of its NATO partners. The
requirement to support and sustain operational forces was overshadowed by the desire

for greater administrative and economic efficiency

as

well

as increased social

responsibility. The chapters that follow will discuss the circumstances which led to this
consolidation and the reasons behind its failure to meet the assigned objectives. The
next chapter

will examine the evolution of the Canadian military logistics system and

the events which led to the decision for its integration in the 1960's.
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CHAPTER THREE: THE CANADIAN MILITARY
LOGISTICS SYSTEM

Evidence ofthe relevance of military logistics capabilities in Canada dates
back to the 1700's and the Militia.s3 In the 1700's, Militia were organized in Lower
Canada, Upper Canada, Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. The British adopted the

traditional French Militia system as a way of maintaining loyalties and augmenting
regular British Colonial soldiers. The British Army recognized the need for a means to
store their equipment and established the first stores depots

in

1778.84

At this time, the

Canadian militia was comprised mostly of local farmers whose main responsibility as
colonists was to provide the food for the colony to which they belonged, This meant
that the militiamar/farmer could not be "called out" for long periods of time, especially

during the harvest season.85 It was not until 50 years later, that a volunteer force

of

3t

"The Huttlbook ofthe Conødìnn Foîces Logìst¡cs Brflnch',,Department ofNational
Defence, gp_qi¡., pp. 3-9. As Col C.P. Stacey has documented in Introduction to te Stud! of M¡lìtflry
¡lrlrl¿¡J,, {(Queen's Printer, Ottawa 1960), pp. 3-4}, "...the nilitia did nuch work apart f.oht coDlbqt duty.
A g'eat deøl of n'ansport workwas involved in nqinlainite the trcstern posts and the Indian ¡.ade as vell
as supporting nilitaty operations. This y,qs done by nlilitia boqtnen".

8a

Ibk!., pp. 3-l l.

85

Ib!!., p.4. Interestingly enough, it was for this reason that Major-General Wolfe,s
surprise attack on the foñress ofQuebec duringthe Fall harvestof 1759 rvas a'success'. Both Wolfe's and
the Marquis de Montcalm's forces rvere on the verge ofstarvation. Wolfe ¡ealìzed that the winter ffeeze of
the St. Lawrence river rvould make re-supply impossible, forcing a command decision over whether to
Iaunch a surprise attack or rvithdrarv. Sirnilar food shoftages for Montcalm's forces placed the French in
an equally desperate predicament. The decisionrvas made by a French Militia Commanderto releasemost
of the militiamen in the Plains of Abraham area to allowthem to haruest their crops. Wolfe choseto attack
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5,000 men known as the "Active Militia" was employed in'part-time service'for the

Govemment of the Province of Canada.86 These were, by today's terminology, all
combat forces. There were as of yet no combat service support, or administrative and

logistics forces in existence.

In

1868, one year after Confederation, the Federal

Militia Bill was passed which

authorized the increase in the strength of the "Active Militia" to 40,000 combat arms

"volunteers". This Bill also provided for a "military train, and medical staff,

as

well

as

commissariat, hospital and ambulance corps...when required',.87 However, with the
departure of British Imperial forces in Autumn of 1871 from the new Dominion, the
Canadian Militia had no military administrative or logistics organizations to support
itself.86 This, however, was not as criticai a situation for Canada and its military, who
by this time, could foresee no serious th¡eats to Canadian sovereignty.

From the war of 1812 to Confederation, the only real threat to Canadian security

through the Plains ofAbraham, unaware of its weakened defences, and defeated the French. Consideration
ofthe logistics shortfallswas probably the single most important factor in a battle rvhich shaped the course
ofhistory in Canada. Supply shortages on both sides forced commanders to take actions which directly
led to the defeat ofone and the victory ofthe other.

86
37

Logistics Handbook,

ColonelC.P. Stacey, The Milítøry Problen,s oÍConada, (The Ryerson press, Toronto,

1940), p. 18.

"

gpjlL, pp. 3-13.

Ibi¡I., p.24.
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had been the United States.se The change in relations with the United States solved
many ofthe problems of domestic defence for Canadians as they could now depend on
aid from both the British and the United States. The United States not only had the

military strength by the tum ofthe Century, it was also developing the industrial
infrastructure required to support large armies. Canada had none of these but now had
access to that strength. The defence of Canada's

Atlantic and Pacific shores became the

primary concern for the Canadian Government and was an important concern for the

British and the United States governments. As long

as the latter governments

felt that

the protection ofCanadian geographic security was protection oftheir own security,
Canada could be assured of this

comfort. Canadians could rely on the protection offered

by the British and American Navies from the threat of European and Asian attack.e0

Nevertheless, the Canadian Goverrunent recognized the requirement to

contribute more and more to its own defence and the defence of the Continent. In
1883, the MacDonald government passed a new

Militia Act which authorized the

establishment ofa seven hundred and fifty man "Permanent Force', and the c¡eation

of

twelve military districts across the country. Each district was provided with a Canadian
Stores Depafiment "off,rcer" known as the District Storekeeper who was responsible

8e

for

Stacey,_9gg,!¡, pp. l-3. In his introductory chapter the author discusses Canada's
geostrategicsignifìcanceand its relatìonùip with the United States and Britain. He states tlÌat changes in
the relafionship\vith the United States from potential enemy to potential ÍÌiend in the latter part of the l gth
Century rvas fundamental to considerations ofCanada,s strategic position in the world today.

eo

Ibr!., p.8.
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all the administrative and logistics requirements of the local militia.er Yet, this
individual

vvas not responsible

for supporting these forces once deployed. A civilian

contractor usually provided administrative and logistics suppon in the field.e2

By 1 890 the Canadian government was spending on average $ 1,000,000
annually on the Militia. The requirement for uniformed military administrative and
logistics persorurel capable of supporting the combat arms in a large scale mobilization
was finally recognized by the Minister of Militia.e3 In 1896, the total expenditures on
the Militia reached $6 million. Political opposition gave way three years later and the
government ofthe Dominion ofCanada authorized the creation offour companies

of

Army Service Corps.ea By 1906, the Canadian military had its administrative and
logistics services completely "militarized". Increases in the size ofthe Canadian Militia
and the development of an industrial infrastructure permitted the completion of the

logistical, administrative and medical support services required for a "self-sufficient

army". From this point on to the First World War, the Canadian Parliament would
authorize a steady increase in defence expenditures.

er

Logistics Handbook,

gpj't.,

pp. 3-17.

n2

As Warren observes in lyßit Íot the lløgon {(McClelland and Stewart Ltd., Toronto
1961), p. 35), lcited in the Logistics Handbook, 9p9i!., pp.3-18] "The lack of military logistic services
not only prevented the militia from perhaps'taking to the field', but it prevented the militia from even
holding successfu ltraining camps because the services provided by the civilian contractors were tenible.
For exarnple, this qu ofefromlhe M¡l¡lar! Grzelle: "camp rat iot?s vere crude in ¡he extrene... Many a good
fello| ptrt in one year al canp, never to do ít again , because he 'could not sland the gzb'."

"
ei

Iþj.d., pp. 65-67.
Logistics Handbook, op cit., pp. 3-20.
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A century after the United

States

military attacked Canadian soil, the Canadian

military logistics system was an established operational organization. The Canadian
Army Service Corps' efforts in World

I

a¡ One

firmly established its role

as the

provisionment and transport arm of the Canadian military. Similarly, during this period
the canadian ordnance corps' established itselfas the maintenance arm ofthe canadian

military. Yet, within

a

few years after the end of the First World War, the fervent

interest in defence, which was felt during the war, was waning publically and in

Parliament. A period of low priority in defence policy reflected the relative
unimportance ofdefence issues inthe eyes ofCanadians. Many Canadians felt (with

just cause) that there was no "threat" and even ifthere was, the U.S. and the British
would, once again, protect them, Furthermore, it was believed that disputes in Europe
would be handled by the League ofNations.es The "fire-proof house" atmosphere

quickly led to recommendations for greater economies and efficiency in defence.e6

The result was to change the organizational command structure of the Militia by
replacing the office of the Commanding General with the Chief of Staff (the senior

military officer) under the direct command of the Minister of the Militia.e? In 1922 the

Militia budget was $i i million, and Parliament

e5

passed the National Defence

Act

Stacey, gpg!1., pp. 85-86.

eó

James Eayrs, Canulian Defence Policies S¡rce 1t67, Extract from the House
Commons Special Committee onMq ers Relating to Defence, (Supplement 1964-65), pp.7-g.

e?

Stacey,

gggi¡., p. 67.
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(NDA), which had the effect of centralizing the control of all the Dominion's defence
forces in the hands of one department. This new Department ofNational Defence

(DND) replaced the Department of the Militia and Defence and the Department of the
Naval Services.es DND consisted of the Minister of National Defence (MND), the
Deputy Minister, and the professional heads ofthe three services, the Chiefs ofthe
General, Naval and Air Staffs. In addition to this, four "Associate Members", the

Adjutant General, the Quartermaster General, the Master-General of the Ordnance, and
the Judge Advocate General, were created for this new DND.

Between the two world wars, the Canadian government did not employ its

military in operations outside ofthe civil defence role. The Canadian military did not
have a favourable public image in the t 920's and early 1930's.ee This coupled with the

"profound distrust" in collective security and the shortJived League of Nations left a
deteriorating, neglected defence establishment under Bennett and then Mackenzie

King.r00 The total defence expenditure by the Canadian Government was increased to
$12 million from 1934 to 1938, but by the outbreak of the Second World War, the
Canadian military was still far from what it required in the form of men, equipment and

e8

Eayrs,

gpig.,

"

p. 9.

.lbrd., p. 9. During the Depression years, the Canadian m ilitary rvas used to operate,,work
camps" for unemployed men. These were run like army "boot camps" and the labourers rvere t¡eated like
recruit soldiers. The men were fed in military fashion and slept in "tent cities". They were employed but
the D€partment ofNational Defence received much criticism from the public and the media rvho felt the
men were being treated more like prisoners ofrvar than Canadian citizens.

roo

lbid., pp.9-10.
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logistics capabilities.

ror

The three armed services of the Canadian military were organized differently
and had fundamentally different roles during World War

Two. The

same was true

the three "Corps" which made up the logistics system. The Navy, Army and the

for

Air

Force had begun operating independent logistics systems to support their respective
operational needs. Each logistics system was tailored to meet the unique environmental
requirements of each ofthe three services. In other words, each logistics system was
designed to be directly responsive to the operational and technical needs of its

respective service. This infrastructure created significant differences in the
interdependencies of supply, maintenance and transportation functions ofthe Navy,

Air

Force, and the Army.r02 These roles and functions would not change significantly after
the end of the Second World War.

The Department ofNational Defence was exposed to much change and

restructuring in the years that followed WWII. One of the biggest lessons leamed from
the war, at least for Canada, was the impact of failing to maintain adequate mobilization

capabilities.r03 If Canada was going to play a part in the post-war "new world order" it

'or
¡02

Eayrs, qp9!1., p. I

l.

'tEeflluúio oÍthe Cßnadinn Forces Log¡stics Syslenrtt, Report on Evaluation project
E-19, (Evaluation Branch, Department ofNational Defence, Ottawa,3l March, 1978), p. 2.

ro3

Hellyer, gp_qti!., p.7.

oz

would have to increase the availability of men and equipment and re-evaluate its
defence policy and commitments to collective security. Rapid advancements in

military

science and technology in the 1950's, along with the changing global strategic situation,
accelerated the need for a reasessment of Canadian military objectives.

It was believed

that Canada had an important role to play intemationally and the price for that influence
was increased commitments to collective security. This implied the maintenance
substantial armed forces.

of

Ioa

The Cold War furthered Canada's desire to parlicipate in the maintenance

of

international peace and security. Canada had accepted the geographical realities of its

proximity to the United States and the unavoidable necessity to contribute to the
defence

ofthe continent and the protection ofthe nuclear deterrent. This "necessity"

was fuelled with the U.S. advocacy of the strategy of Massive Retaliation in the early

1950's. The strategy was intended to compensate for the suspected NATO conventional
deficiencies compared with the Soviet conventional forces ofthe day. The Canadian
Government was the first to reject all-out reliance on the United States'enormous

retaliatory nuclear arsenal to deter Soviet conventional aggression in Western Europe.
Then Canadian Secretary of State for Extemal Affairs, Lester Pearson, felt that the

NATO response to

ì0'r

a Soviet attack should be in proportion to that aggression and not the

PeytonV.Lyo\ DeÍe,tce Policies Relüed to Foreign Pol¡c!, (Extract from the House
ofCommons Special Committee on Maf ters Relating to Defer?ce, Supplement 1964-65), pp. 25-33 (quote
from p. 33). In this 1964 addr€ss to the Special Committee, Lyon concluded, "Canada's military
establishmentcan best help to make major war less likely by buying influence in those centres where the
vital decisio¡s affecting peace and war are made".
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"certain death of a hundred or more million innocents".¡05

The changing nuclear strategies of the United States were the cause of some

anxiety and political uncertainty for Canadian politicians ofthe day, particularly in the
Diefenbaker Cabinet. By the late 1950's, the United States Government recognized the
need fo¡ change away from the

finality of the strategy of Massive Retaliation. The new

American concepts of "limited tactical nuclear warfare" and "battlefield interdiction,,
were endorsed by the Canadian Gover¡ment in 1958 with the adoption ofthe "strikereconnaissance" role for the fighters of the R.C.A.F. stationed in Western Europe. In
1959 the Avro

Anow Program was cancelled and Canada agreed to participate in the

production and operation of the Bomarc B missile which implied the deployment of
nuclear weapons on Canadian soil. Strong Liberal criticism of Diefenbaker,s defence

policies brought Canadian roles and contributions to NATO and NORAD into doubt.106
To add to this, by 1960, Canada was having difficulty in meeting its continental and
European defence commitments. The Royal Canadian Air Force was equipped with
outdated aircraft. The Canadian Army Brigade in Europe lacked the necessary
equipment such as the tactical nuclear weapons systems adopted by its NATO allies.
The large conventional forces required for NATO's Western European mobiliz¿tion
plans were beyond Canadian capabilities. Canada had the aircraft to transporl its troops
overseas but it had nowhere near the required amount or type

I05

Eayrs, qpsij., p.15.

Burke, op cit., p. 36.

ofaircraft to move the
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necessary equipment. The Army, too,

\

as

not without its own equipment problems.

Canadian Army involvement in conventional conflict in Europe would see them up
against highly mobile, mechanized Soviet forces. In addition, NATO's "forward

strategy" placed Canadian forces further forward in West Germany extending both
communications and supply lines. The Army lacked the mechanized equipment to

bring it in line with NATO "force goals" and the required mobility in the European
theatre. Attainment of such mobilization capability was, for Canada, a very costly
endeavour. The equipment that was held by the military at the time was obsolete and
increasingly more expensive to maintain. NATO's forward strategy isolated the
Canadian Brigade in Europe from the British support system. At the same time, the

British were also experiencing their own problems (mostly financial) with maintaining
their committment to provide logistics support up to NATO standards.r0T The majority

oflogistics support to Canadian forces stationed in Germany at Soest and Baden-Baden
had to come directly from Canada.

Furthermore, political opponents argued that maintenance of such a force did not
serve any political or economic purpose for a nation which had adopted the self-

proclaimed role of "Middle Power". Canadian foreign and defence policies were

following two paths for the maintenance ofpeace: one was through contributions to
detenence, and, the other was through participation/mediation in the disarmament

r0?

ExÍactof commentsmade by Committee Member, D. Groos, to the House of Commons
Special Committee on Matters Relating to Defence Minutes ofProceedings, (Ottawa, October 17, 1963)
p. 494.
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process. This relationship between defence and foreign policies was, for a Middle
Power like Canada, a function of economics and "strategic

flexibility". Canadian

Secretary of State for External Affairs, Paul Martin, summarized the situation as

follows:

"In the nuclear age, the foreign and defence policies are inseparable since
both have the same objective - the preservation of peace. With the Cold
War of permanent major military confrontation, co-ordination of foreign
and defence policy is imperative. The traditional concepts of victor and
vanquished have been overtaken by technological advances in the art of
war. The concept of Mutual Assured Destruction has transformed the
principle purpose of a nation's military from one of winning wars to one
of detening them, and containing those conventional ones through a
strategy of flexible response."r08

Canada structured its

military in line with the concept of "functionalism", to provide

operationally tasked troops or "forces-in-being" as specialized forces for specific
missions. The Canadian Govemment believed that those forces should be organized
into a flexible, "multi-role" military with the "strategic mobility... to pemit
participation in collective security and peacekeeping and to be ready for crises should
they arise."roe What this meant in military terms was that large battle formations were
no longer manned and equipped to the levels required during wartime. Only the
Canadian brigade group in Germany was to be maintained at its "wartime

IoB

Extract ÍÌom the address ofthe R.Hon Paul Martin to the
Committee on Matters Relating to Defence Minutes of Proceedings, (Otta\ya, Thursday, July 25 1963), p.
232.
House of Cotttntons Debfltes, The Hon. Paul Hellyer, (Onawa, February 21, 1966), p.

1562.
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establishment".

This restructuring was not, however, accompanied by a similar restructuring of
the organizations tasked to support those forces. In fact, during the 1950's, the logistics
sytems of the three services grew in size and complexity from their World War Two

organizations as advances in military technologies increased the requirements for more

effective and advanced support capabilities. The results were a large, overburdened
logistics system by the end ofthe 1950's. The requirements ofthe logistics system were
bordering on the unnattainable and the actual capabilities ofthe system were seen as

"insignificant in absolute terms and flagrantly uneconomical in comparative
It was considered operationally inefficient

as

terms',.110

well. For example, each service ofthe

military was operating similar logistics systems but each of those systems was
independent ofthe other in the following ways:

"the Air Force operated out of large, static facilities while the
other services operated as self-contained, mobile fighting units;
b.

the Army was organized on a regional basis, the Air Force was
organized on a functional basis and the Navy was organized on a
combined regional and functional basis; and

principle of maintenance, the Navy effected repair by
repair, whereas the other services effected repair by
as a general

r0

J.S. Cowan, .iee y'Va Evil: A stut!! oÍ the Choos itt Conadistr Delence polic¡, (Annex
Publishing Company, Toronto, 1963), pp.9-31.
I
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replacement. "ll1

This independence of operational support dramatically limited the flexibility so
necessary to accomodate the new strategy being adopted by the Canadian

military. The

combined operational capability ofa multi-role force required a logistics system that
was less rigid and more capable ofresponding to the needs ofthe seperate services

simultaneously. Although objectives and functions were different from Air Force to

Naly to Army,

these organizations performed many of the same logistics and

administrative services from their respective training schools to the separate
Headquarters organizations they had established. The bottom line in 1960 was that all

ofthis "duplication" was expensive both in taxpayer dollars and personnel.

To summarize the political situation for the Canadian military by 1960: the
Canadian govemment was getting the most "bang for its buck" out of United Nations
Peacekeeping Operations; the American government was losing confidence in the
Canadian

Air Defence program;

and the Canadian public was seriously questioning the

political and economic utility of the aquisition ofnuclear weapons by the Canadian
military.r12 Added to this were the soaring person¡el costs, growing equipment
shortages, and funding difficulties,

ttt

Tlre Changìng Contev of Defence Marr(ge ßnt',, Management Review Group,

(Ottawa, Department ofNational Defence, 1972), p.3.

tt2

Burke,

gpli!.,

pp.42-46.
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"There was a crisis looming in re-equipping the forces. Costs were
escalating dramatically; the Canadian record in design and procurement
had been less than impeccable; personnel and administrative costs were
dramatically reducing the budget allotment devoted to equipment. It was
confidently predicted that without significant budget increases there
would be no money for capital equipment aquisition by 1969.ntt3

THE GLASSCO COMMISSION AND DEFENCE REVIEW

In 1961, the Royal Commission on Govemment Organization headed by J.
Grant Glassco was appointed to examine the Canadian Government's administrative and
management services with the objective of eliminating duplication and recommending
more efficient management practices. For the Department of National Defence, the
Glassco Commission reported that the Canadian operational defence anangements at
the time "did not envisage independent military action by a Canadian Defence force",
and were characterized by "a number of separate missions with

little direct relationship

to one another".rra The Glassco Commission concluded that the headquarters
organization ofthe Department of National Defence exercised very limited control over
the actual operations ofthe Canadian Forces once those forces were committed. Its
fi.¡nction was more one of administrative suppoft rather than that ofan operational

command. This was reflected in the size of the Depatment's "administrative tail', which

r¡r

Govemment ofCanada, Task Force on Revierv ofUnification ofthe Canadian Forces
(Final Report, 15 March 1980), p.27.

rra

Management Revierv G¡oup,

qÞ!i1., p. 4.
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provided the Commission with "strong reasons for seeking a greater integration ofthose
functions common to the three Services".r15 In conjunction with this, the Commission
criticized the lack of civilian control over administrative and management functions
especially in the development and procurement programs.rr6 Consequently, the

Commission recommended a single command structure and "... the integration of the
A¡med Forces of Canada under a single ChiefofDefence Staff and a single defence
staff, ...the first step towards a single unified defence force for Canada."rrT The bottom
line was to cut costs in all functions, especially in the areas of administration and

logistics. The Commission's findings

and recommendations would ultimately lead to

unprecedented savings in resources and manpower.

Concurrent with the Glassco Commission's report was an internal study by the

Directorate of Combat Development which focussed on the one aspect of Canadian
Defence policy not within the mandate of the Glassco Commission: operational
¡eadiness. The third draft of The Canadian Army Combat Development Study, The
Canadian Army 1966-i970 Tactical and Logistic Concept. addressed the theoretical and

practical issues of operational readiness as well as the significance ofthe application of
logistics principles required to provide this capability. Authors ofthis draft recognized
that the Canadian military logistics system had to be developed to reflect the "ever-

It5

6

|7

lbid., p.4.
Desmond MoÍon, Cenado and War, (Buttenvorth & Co., Canada, 1981), p.3.
Management Revierv Group, gp-g!1., p. 8.
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present nuclear threatr'.rr8 This implied that a nuclear depioyment posture be adopted by

combat service support organizations within the logistics system which were now,
themselves, subject to mass destruction. The study focussed on the application

of

logistics principles particularly the survivability, sustainability, and responsiveness of
the logistics system in this environment. The study concluded that the Canadian Forces

logistics system was in dire need ofrevision in order to accomodate the dispersion and
fast pace

ofthe tactical nuclear battlefieldrre. Future battles were predicted to be intense

and highly mobile, requiring a greater and accelerated

flow of logistics support. The

logistics system designed to be employed in previous wars consisted of a constant
stream of supplies and ¡einforcements coming forward, but was

no.rry

considered too

static, slow-moving, and unsafe. Traditionally, logistics support depended on "breaks"
in the fighting, utilized by both sides for repairs and resupply. The study argued that
these breaks would occur less and less in a battle characterized by frequent moves and

continual lack of proper rest.r20 This would severely exhaust both personnel and
equipment resources. It was concluded that a more adaptable logistics system was
required to replace the then cunent system ofcyclic replenishment and reinforcement.
The suspected nuclear and conventional penetrability of the perceived "enemy" at the

time required that logistics support organizations be located further from the forward

tts

'The Co adian Arnry 1966-1970 Tactical and Logistics Conceptt,, Canadian Anny
Combat Development Study, (Directorate of Combat Development, Department of National Defence,
Ottawa, S August, 1961), p. 110.

r¡e

Canadion

t2o

lbid., p.

Arny Corrtbú Developtrø t.tt rr0,

lll.

op

cit., p.

110.
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edge of the battle area (FEBA) and dispersed in composite groups. This implied

a

flexible, responsive, highly mobile, and controlled logistics organization:

"....this Iogistics] o¡ganization must be capable of moving requirements
forward quickly, and, ofhalting or diverting logistic convoys proceeding
to or from unit localities. A good, flexible communications network is
indispensible. The logistic organization must be austere; duplication in
function must be avoided. It carnot be static; all logistics units must be
mobile. To meet these requirements, we need one strong, simple
organization containing all the persorutel and ...equipment to administer,
supply and maintain the [fighting troops] in the field."r2r

In addition to this, the study recommended that tactical commanders at all levels be
relieved ofas much routine logistics details as possible. Unfortunately the above
recommendations, although in line with the latet push towards integration, were
overshadowed by the Glassco Commission's criticisms of Canadian Defence
management practices and the recommendations for economic efficiency.

In partial response to the Glassco Commission's findings and recognition ofthe
responsibilities associated with participation in collective security, the House of
Commons appointed a Special Committe on Defence in June of 1963. The Committee
was appointed to "consider matters relating to defence and to report from time to time
its obselations and opinions thereon. " r22 In his June 27 , 1963 opening remarks to the

t2t
\22

Cutadiøt

Ar

ù' Cot rbú Deeetoprnent StrulJ,,

W-]l', p. ll3.

House of Contnnns Specíol Cotrrrrrittee on M ters Relqting to DeÍence: Ltterhn
Repo , (Govemment ofCanada, Queen's Printer, December 20, 1963), p.5.
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Committee, Minister of National Defence, Paul Hellyer, stated,

"It is the policy ofthe Government to undertake a thorough review ofour
defence policy and commitments in order to determine the best and most
effective contribution we can make to the collective defence of the f¡ee world
and to the maintenance ofpeace in the years ahead... to consider not only the
best tasks and contributions which Canada can make in future years but also
how they can be most efñciently organized. The recommendations ofthe
Glassco Commission are being studied and will be considered in the context of

future policy. Consequently, all major procurement programs which are
considered to tend to limit future policy or interfere with the exercise of future
options are being carefully reviewed."r23

Hellyer's decision to put procurement programs 'on hold' was both economically and
strategically motivated.r2a Hellyer had already inherited former Minister of Defence,
G.R. Pearkes' Bomarc Missile program which was proving to be rapidly diminishing in
its usefulness for the defence of North America and increasing in operating and
maintenance costs.

The main problems facing Hellyer were; the multiple requests for new

¡2r

Extract from the address ofPaul Hellyerto the Ilause of Conunons Specid Cotrtm¡ ee
Mh ttes of Prcceed¡ngs, (Govemment of Canada, Thursday, June 27

on Múlets Relali,rg Io Defe ce,

t963), p.20.

¡24

For example: The decision to suspend the general purpose frigate program was based on

economic considerations. The program was running high expenses and the Government rvas anxious to
put a cap on it in light ofa possible change ofrequirements pending the defence review. The purchase of
additional CF 104 fighter aircraft for Canada's strike reconnaissancerole in Europe was suspended because
the F¡ench Government rvould not allow N.A.T.O. forces to stockpile nuclear rveapons in that country.
Canada had stationed some squadrons in France as part of the N.A.T.O. 'fonvard strategy'. Without their
main armamentreadily avaiÌable to Canadian fighters based in France the squadrons rvere too vulne¡able

for attack and the strategy was undemined.
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equipment from the thee operational setvices, the military's high operations and
maintenance costsr2s, and its difficulty in meeting Canada's NATO commitments. The

Navy was lobbying for a new anti-submarine fleet for defence against Soviet nuclear
armed submarines as well as new logistics support ships to extend the fleet's operational
boundaries and carry troops and supplies overseas. The Air Force was concerned about

ballistic missile and bomber defence, anti-submarine capability, and the lack ofan
available air transport capability to airlift Canadian troops overseas. The Army was
demanding an improved mechanized armoured capability and was deficient in the

logistics and administration resources required to support a fully manned mechanized
brigade in Europe:

"Canadian NATO forces were expected to be able to move quickly and
have a degree ofprotection afforded by an armoured personnel canier.
Consequently, this new desired mobility caused problems for fìeld
logistics support. Army logistics support was considered too rigid. With
the threat oftactical nuclear warfare, current army evacuation capabilities
were vastly inadequate. In shof, a new logistics organization was
required to support the army."r26

t25

From 1952 to 1967 Operationsand Maintenenceand Personnel costs as a percentage of
the overall defence budget increased steadily fron 43% in 1952-53, 7 5%by 1959-60,to 80%by t963-63.
The proportion of the defence budget allocated to equipment procurement during this period decreased
from38%in 1952-53toalowof 15% ofoverall defence budget in 1965-66. (This materielrvas compiled
fiom the follorving sovces: The Houseof Cottutorrs
er¡n,repo oflhe Spec¡fllConu ilteeon Mfl eß
Reloti,tg lo Defence, December 20, 1963, p.12. Table 3li The Depø ment oÍ Nationot DeÍence
ExplortoÍor! Mflle el Reloring to 1961-1962 Estitrtdes, May 1961, p.49.; and The FÍntncial post,

h

September 10, 1966, p.4.
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ExÍact ÍÌom the address ofLt Gen G. Walsh, Chiefofthe ceneral Staff, to the ¡Irrrs¿
of Connons Specìtl Con nifiee on Mtfteß Relúi,tg to DeÍenc¿, (Covemment of Canada, Ottatva July
t l, 1963), pp. I33-140.
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To add to the equipment problems, the defence budget was decreasing {it had remained
the same (approximately $1.6 billion) during the 1950's and 1960's, however, its

proportion of the GNP had actually declined).r27 Since 1956, the military,s personnel
and operating costs had increased to 80%
20%o

ofthe overall defence budget, leaving only

for the prrchase of new equipment which was rapidly increasing in cost.r28 To add

to this, it was a well known fact that the Canadian Armed Forces soldier was among the
highest paid in the

world. As figure 1 shows,

the proportion

ofthe defence dollar spent

on personnel/operations was increasing while that spent on new equipment was steadily
decreasing:

\27

Erplanator! Mste øl Ret htg to 1961-1962 Esthrntes, (Department of National
p.47.

Defence, Ottawa May, 196l),

r28

Extract florn the address ofGeneral Charles Foulkes (Ret'd) to the House oÍ Conntorts
Reloting to Deîence, Mfuutes of proceedíngs, (Govemment of Canada,
otta\va, october 22, 1963), p. 500. Foulkes cited the following fìgures to further substantiate his claim:
Over a period often years from 1950 to 1960, the equiplnent required by each service to fulfill its assigned
role, increased in cost as much as ten times. For example: the F86 Sabre cost $l/4 million rvhereas its
replacement, the F 104 Starfighter cost S2 m illion; the Nofh Star transport aircraft cost $ I m illion, rvhereas
the Yukon transportai¡craft cost $ l0millim; and, an Escort in 1950 cost $8 million and a Frigate in 1960

Special Conurtì

cost $40 million.
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The Canadian NATO commitment to European defence was a particular
challenge both politically and economically for Hellyer and his Department. Three

"options" had been proposed by Hellyer: the first being "to stockpile the equipment in
advance areas and then

fly the men in"; the second was "to acquire sufficient airlift to

carry both men and equipment"; and, the third option "to change the commitment".r2e

Stockpiling supplies and equipment in Europe, as had been suggested by NATO, was
not feasible for many allies including Canada:

129

Hellyer, Special Conurùttee on Mfltters Relúitrg to Defence, op cit.,

p.70.
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"The main problem was the insufficient shipping resources of the NATO
countries at the time. No firm anangements for shipping or suitable
facilities for stockpiling could be made. As such, Canada could not
accept any definite commitment to reinforce Europe."r30

Acquisition ofthe necessary airlift to carry both men and equipment was too costly,
especially for the transportation ofthe larger armoured vehicles. The most feasible

option appeared to be to change or modiff the nature of Canada's NATO commitment in
Western Europe. Hellyer was searching for a way to negotiate a non-nuclear role for the
Canadian military without appearing to be backing out of his defence commitments.

However, it was felt that the Canadian military had no obligation to continue with
commitments made by the previous government which many conside¡ed to be
responsible for the current problems facing the military.r3r

r

hat was needed was a

military commitment that vr'as more in line with national economic capabilities and
would also encourage self-sufficiency in meeting its defence requirements.

Greater control and flexibility for the Canadian Govemment with regard to the
extent and nature of its contributions to collective defence was the underlying objective.
The nature and scope ofCanadian defence commitments ranged fiom the provision

of

peacekeeping forces for the UN to the provision of its forces to the NATO alliance as
part ofthe overall alliance strategic policy. To change any or all ofthese commitments

unilaterally would have had devastating effects on Canadian credibility. Former
I30

Foulkes,

9p9i!., p. 498.

t3t

Foulkes,

opgi!., p. 249.
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Canadian Forces Chiefofthe General Staff, Lieutenant-General Guy Simonds, argued
that this should be a gradual "evolutionary process" where current roles are phased out
as the strategic

situation changes, and equipment procurement programs reflect the

flexibility of requirements inherent in the changing strategic environment,r32 Many
believed that Canada would be better off committing its military to "a much smaller
segment of the larger role with the most up-to-date equipment available... relying

completely on our allies for help in respect of the other segments of that role".r33 That
"smaller role" could take the form ofearly conventional intervention in a conflict to
diffuse the escalation process. This would require a highly mobile force that was

flexible and self-suff,rcient, especially in logistics support. This flexibility was the key
ingredient in the Alliance's new strategy and implied a force that was integrated, lightly
equipped and thus capable of a quick response. However, such a fast moving force
could not rely on the static logistics support capabilities of its allies so it would have to
be self-suffìcient,

notjust for support requirements, but for all

aspects

of operations.r3a

To determine the nature ofthis role fo¡ Canada required an assessment ofthe

curent strategic trends and the influence these factors would have in the decade to
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follow. The rapidly changing strategic

and technological environment forced a

considerable amount of"crystal balling" on the part ofdefence planners to avoid the
adoption of a defence policy that would lose its military and political value before it was

fully implemented. For Canada, its

195 1

contributions to collective defence had

become strategically outdated, tactically insignificant, logistically impossible, and

incredibly costly by the mid-1960'sr35.

The future of Canadian defence considerations in Europe and in North America
was changing. In Europe, West Germany was developing as a "dominant economic and

military European partner ofthe Alliance ...capable ofdefending its own borders".
Consequently, the cost to Canada for maintaining its European Brigade was considered

to be "far out of line with the military value of its contribution".136 Westem Europeans
were more willing and capable to assume the responsibility for their own defence.

Added to this were the problems associated with storing U.S. controlled nuclear
weapons on foreign bases, which "render[ed] the present nuclear strike role unsuitable
and precarious for Canada".t3? In North America, some military strategists felt the

''5

The most controversial contributions to collective defence the Canadian govemmenthad
made during the 1950's included the Bomarc Missile and the adoption of the strike recconaissance role for
Canadian fighters stationed in Europe. By 1960, the Bomarc Missile had proven to be incredibly costly
program as well as strategically and tactically insignificant against the ICBM (which had replaced the
bomber as the delivery system). The strike reconnaissance role rvas also made tactically and strategically
insignificant because of the ICBM. Furthermore the warheads required for this role were orvned and

controlled by the U. S. and many countries objected to the idea of the U.S. stockpiling nuclear
weapons on foreign soil.
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replacement of the bomber vvith the Inter-Continental Ballistic Missile (LC.B.M.) as the

main delivery system for nuclear weapons had fuithe¡ implications fo¡ Canadian
contributions to collective securitv:

"There is no useful contribution Canada could make in the forseeable
future against ballistic missile defence because the cuffent Canadian
capabilities and any desired capability would be too expensive and
outdated by the time it was ready. We will have to rely on the deteffent
and retaliatory effect ofthe U.S. strategic force. So with the passing of
the bomber, the Canadian contribution to the defence of North America
will be greatly diminished and the importance of Canadian airspace and
territory in the defence of North America will be seriously reduced."r38

Future defence considerations for Canada focussed on a long-term defence

policy objective ofproviding

a

flexible, highly mobile military, designed to deter and

prevent a major war in Europe. One way of accomplishing this would require a scaling

down ofCanadian defence roles to include the provision ofa mobile ready reserve for
rapid deployment on NATO operations as required and a specialized anti-submarine
detection/surveillance capability. These tasks could eventually eliminate the
requirement to maintain forces in Europe, strengthen Canadian control over its own

tenitorial sovereignty, and provide considerable financial savings:

"The concentration and simplification of Canadian defence aims and
contributions would allow for a greater integration ofthe services and a
streamlining ofthe staffs, schools, training establishments and

Foulkes, gp_qi¡., p. 502.
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administration with a considerable reduction in manpower and
expenditures. This trend should lead to the eventual complete integration
ofthe services into one service with one chief one staff, one
administration and integrated flexible tasked forces to carÐ/ out the agree
contributions. "r3e

Of course this was all easier said than done. The mere mention of the potential

withdrawal of Canadian troops from Europe threatened to undermine Canada's political
influence intemationally, not to mention the cohesiveness of the "North American

Pillar" of the NATO Alliance. Integration of the services was also a difficult issue

as

many of the senior military staff who would have to implement the policy would be

effectively administrating themselves into early retirement. This was a policy that
would have to be imposed on the services without question or objection.

The first step would have to be the integration ofthe administrative and logistics

systems. Integration of the command structure and the support services (such as the
supply functions) would be required first in order to implement the integration of the
operational services. Centralization ofthe command structure and unification

of

support functions were considered necessary in an environment where, it was argued,
the ability to respond to varying levels ofconflict dictated greater cooperation,

standardization and integration among the three services ofthe military. This process
of reorganization was initiated by the Minister of National Defence, Paul Hellyer, in
March of i 964 with the release of the White Paper on Defence. This document

lbid.. o.507.
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reflected the findings and recommendations of the Glassco Commission and its

objective was to provide the future direction for Canadian defence commitments at
home and in Europe.

Hellyer's "implementation plan" for forces-wide reorganization was formally
constituted in two Bills introduced in Parliament between 1964 and 1 968. Together
these

Bills were designed to accomplish the following objectives:

"...economies in administration through the elimination of duplication
effort; "
b.

of

"...greater potential for mobility and flexibility;" and
"...a diversion of funds made available through savings effected by
unification to the acquisition ofofmuch-needed capital equipment for
the forces;"rao

In 1964, Bill C-90,

a proposal

to reorganize the th¡ee services ofthe Canadian Armed

Forces, was passed in Parliament. The result was the creation of seven functional

commands: Maritime Command, Mobile Command, Training Command, Air Defence
Command, Air Transport Command, and later, Communications Comrnand. As part

of

this reorganization, the Canadian Forces Base system was created and approval was

ì40

"Subnrission to the Tusk on Revierv of llnirtcãÍìo oÍthe C(noditn Anned Forces"
The Canadian Forces Logistics Association,(Halifax, Nova Scotia, 5 December, 1979), p.2.
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given for the integration of the separate logistics systems ofthe three services.rar

Combined with this was the move towards greater civilian control over military

affairs. This Bill created

a "storm of opposition" in the

military and many senior

military staff officers who opposed the plan were forced into "early retirement,,.ra2
Immediately, senior military officials argued that civilian managers who had little or no

military experience often failed to recognize the magnitude ofthe logistics resources
required to support the operational units and subsequently based their decisions on
economic priorities.ra3 They argued that civilian control also compromised the

professionalism ofthe officer corps, as "loyalty to the government" often meant issues
ofdefence policy, strategy anà capabilities could not be challenged without threat of
"early retirement".raa Occasionally, the "professionalism" of some senior officers led to
voluntary resignations and the appointment ofofficers more "loyal" to the current
Minister's agenda. This "guaranteed the conformity" of the remaining senior military

staff and perpetuated the absence ofcritical input in the commitments and the

rar

Morton, op cit,, p.

7.

t42. During the summer months of 1966, much opposition rvas expressed in the media not
just overwhat exactly was meant by Unification and Integration but also over the impact thìs was having
on the DepartmentofNational Defence. An article published intheTorc to Daìlt,frar, (wednesday July
20, 1966) read, in p art,: "Therc have been too nanyforced (or requested) eorly retirenents of adn irals and
generals, and too ntany charges ofdisintqrating norqle, fot' Mr. Hellyer to naintain, as he did in a long
slalenrcn! du'inglhe Februaty debate on defence depa ne,tt estinates, that qll is goingvell. Nor in that
slatenlent did he clea¡.ly defne vhat he nteans by unification".
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availability of defence resources.

The second part of Hellyer's plan for restructuring the military,
passed on

April 25, 1967

as the Canadian Forces Reorganization

Bill C-243,

was

Act, This was an

administrative manouevre involving the creation of a "single service" with a common
personnel administrative policy and uniform. Hellyer, viewed the move as "the end

objective of a logical and evolutionary progression. "ra5 Most in the Department of
National Defence were in favour ofthe economic efficiency and flexibility that
Integration and Unification were supposed to provide the military. Few, however,
agreed with the requirement for the complete unity of the services under one common

uniform,

as this

would only impact negatively on the morale and combat efficiency

of

the fighting forces. The result of Hellyer's zeal to implement Integration and

Unification was "a series ofupheavals... subsequent reorganizations... and a continual
decline in resources".146 This decline in resources would eventually impact on the

ability ofthe logistics system to support the operational component ofthe Canadian

military for

decades to

follow.

I45
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CONCLUSION

This chapter has examined the historical evolution ofthe Canadian military
logistics system and that system's response to the changing strategies and technologies

inthe 1950'sand 1960's. By

1960, the Canadian military was supported by a logistics

system that was considered oversized and far too costly when compared to operational

requirements. The entire "administrative tail" of the Department of National Defence
was in need of restructuring. The requirement for a more "flexible military response",
and a national priority for greater economic efficiency and administrative control in
govemment depatments, led to the reorganization of the Canadian military in 1965.

Inherent in this strategic "flexibility" was the requirement to develop an equally

"flexible" logistics system which could maximize the operational and economic
efficiency ofthe Canadian military. The goal was to develop a system under one
centralized command, designed to eliminate duplication and overlap of effort

specifically within the logistics and administrative su1rport functions. The Government
concluded that the best way to achieve this was to integrate the Canadian Armed Forces
under a single Chief ofDefence Staff and a single defence staff. This "staffgroup"

would be essentially civilian and was designed to provide the coordination and
administration of common seryices while remaining removed from inter-service
rivalries.:47

Mânagement Revie\v Group, Op_gi!., p. 8
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Integration ofthe existing separate logistics systems was based primarily on a
requirement to reduce manpower requirements and expenditures while maintaining the
necessary support capabilities to the operational component. This was perhaps the most

important aspect of integration as it would ultimately determine the extent of the CF's
logistics system to support the strategies the Canadian Govemment was determining for
its military for years to come. The next chapter

will

discuss this impact through a

detailed analysis of the reorganization process itself. Specifically, it

will examine the

efforts to integrate the Canadian Forces Logistics system, the studies undertaken to
assess the progess

of integration, and the impact this had on operational capabilities in

the late i960's and early i970's.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE REORGANIZATION OF THE
CANADIAN FORCES
"In that fhe Canadian Forces are highly equipment oriented, the
readiness of operational formatíons is heavily dependent on the
responsiyeness of the logistics systems which support them. ... The
origínal DEVIL concept postulqted the requírement þr the simultaneous
integrated development of these systems. To the extent that they arc
evolving separately, it is possible that interrelationships and interdependencìes ar.e not being optimally addressed.,,la8

This chapter will focus on Canadian defence policy in the late 1960's with
Integration and Unification and the program designed in the early 1970's to create an
integrated logistics system, the D.E.V.I.L. (Development of Integrated Logistics)

program. The aim is to identiÍ! the main concerns with regard to the Canadian military
logistics system, examine the objectives of the D.E.V.I.L. program, and assess the
impact of this integration process on the operational readiness ofthe Canadian Forces
during this period. The relationship between Canadian foreign policy, Canadian Forces
commitments, and the operational capabilities will be examined.

As previously discussed, by the mid-1960's Canadian defence policy had been
characte¡ized by reductions in manpower, limitations and freezes in procurement

of

equipment, and concerns over Canada's ability to meet NATO commitments in Europe.

¡'r3

J.A. Dextraze, (Chiefofthe Defence Staff), ,'Directive Letter,' commissioning Report on
Evaluation Project E-19 (National Defence Headquarters, Otl.a\\a,27 Jaîuary 1977), pp.

t-2.
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By the end of the 1970's many Canadian military officials were very concerned with
regards to the capability of the Canadian Forces to mobilize and sustain fo¡ces

conducive to its commitments. The Canadian Forces logistics system was repeatedly
being pushed to its capable limits.

Canadian defence commitments were continually being met with inadequate
defence resources. In times of war, the allocation ofdefence resources is guided by

military-strategic objectives coupled with national commitments. In peace that
allocation, which determines a military's operational capabilities, in the case ofCanada,
became a product of "defence as economics" rather than "defence as strategy".rae This
began with the decision to reorganize the Canadian military in the early 1960's and,

more importantly, the attempt to integrate its logistics system.

LOGISTICS SYSTEM INTEGRATION IN CANADA

As discussed in the previous chapter, the objectives of reorganization were to

significantly reduce operating costs in order to provide the required funds for the
procurement of much needed equipment. This in turn would allow the Canadian

Byers, Ap!:i!., p.

3l
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military to meet its national and intemational defence commitments. Many of these
operating costs were attributed to the Canadian military's expanding logistics system.

Elimination of the duplication of logistics and administrative functions between the
three services would free-up the necessary funds and provide a more efficient support
system; all of which was seen as a \'r'ay ofincreasing operational effectiveness;

"Reorganization would allow for modemization of the management
processes by introducing computerized systems in logistics, pay and
finance, and training which otherwise would not have been available
because ofinsufficient funds. Operational effectiveness would be
increased within a limited defence budget."r50

Consequently, in 1964, the Director General of Supply was tasked with the

consolidation and integration ofthe different supply systems operating among the three
services

ofthe Canadian military. In August 1966, the Treasury Board approved, in

principle, the concept ofan integrated supply system for the Canadian A¡med Forces:

"...for a single standardized system of supply to replace the several
supply systems in the Canadian Forces. The goals to be attained are
increased effectiveness and economy ofoperation through
standardization ofprocedures and optimum use of data processing
equipment,"l5r

Details regarding the associated improvements to the operational readiness of the

¡50
'5t

Task Fo¡ce on Review ofUnification, gpgig., p. 7.

"StaÍÍRepo F: An Integrated Log¡stics Slstenl,, Report to the Management Review
Group by ifs Logistics Task Group, (National Defence Headquarters, Otta\ya, Jùy 1972), p. 6.
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Canadian Armed Forces were not included in the Department's submission to the
Treasury Board, This initiative ballooned into a detailed undertaking known as the

DEVIL program.

The DEVIL program was initiated to design and develop an integrated logistics
system for the Canadian Forces throughout the 1970's and into the 1980,s. This

program dealt initially with the integration ofsupply systems and supply personnel, but
was intended to be expanded to eventually include fìnance, transport, and maintenance
systems and personnel. The main objective was to uniry all logistics trades and

envilonments while continuing to meet the suppor.t requirements of the operational
forces.

The integrated logistics system was to be supported by a fully integrated

Automated Data Processing (ADP) network. Under the DEVIL program, an integrated
logistics system required an integrated data handling system to manage all the
information that the various logistics sub-systems, up until integration, had managed
independently. Electronic data processing would permit accurate system control and
manipulation which was considered more financially responsible and more capable
suppofiing the sharp end of

The

of

sword or the operational forces. The intention was to

provide a logistics system and logistics personnel capable of performing numerous

suppof functions in any environment.
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Improvements in the management and operation of the logistics system

¡

ere not

only considered necessary, but fundamental to the future of Canadian defence

commitments. Although the logistics system was only

a

partial contributor to overall

military operational effectiveness, its impact on the operational capability ofthe military
was direct and immediate.

THE PROBLEM WITH DEVIL

By 1970, the integration process was beginning to show progress in the area of
financial efficiency but was falling short of its requirements to meet the needs of the
operational forces. From 1966 fo 1972, only the separate supply systems had
approached integration objectives. The separate stock management systems

ofthe three

Services had been standardized along with a single catalogue of materiel for Forces-

wide use.r52 In line with DEVIL objectives, supply depot operations had been
consolidated from 14 to 4 during that period. However, the desired centralized
automated inventory capability still did not existby 1972.

The integrated system vvas expected to be tested in 1973 and complete

implementation was scheduled for 1974. However, this was for the supply functions

t52
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only and did not include the complete integration of the remaining functions of the
logistics system. There were no firm dates set out for the implementation of
maintenance or transport systems. Consequently, this led to a more serious problem
the supply systems were being integrated separately from the other logistics subsystems:

"The advantage of this approach was that the group was able to
concentrate initially on the one element offering the greatest apparent
indentifiable saving and get the project under way."r53

The disadvantage with this approach was that the interdependent nature ofthe logistics
sub-systems was ignored and complete integration would be

difficult, if not impossible:

"...the full benefit of the supply system can¡rot be realized until similar,
complementary work is completed in the maintenance system and the
interdependency ofmaintenance, supply and operational units more fully
appreciated. "l5a

Aside from the relative success ofthe integration olseparate supply systems. the
remaining separate logistics sub-systems such as transpoftation and maintenance could
not be compìetely integrated. The improvements made to the supply system were not

:ì

met with similar advances in the transport and maintenance systems. Consequently, the

!,
effect was to isolate the Canadian Forces Supply System from the other fi.mctions ofthe

r53
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logistics system, which, for all intents and purposes, dismantled the system's integrated

capability. Without this capability, the flexibility and responsiveness ofthe logistics
system in meeting the needs ofthe operational forces was depleted. Even with the

logistics system's ability to respond to 90/o of all operational support requirements (a
figure that was never achieved), this was oflittle use in operational terms if the
remaining 10% resulted in a delay or cancellation ofan operational mission.r55 For
example, the supply system's performance in areas ofprovisioning and reprovisioning

directly depended on the information received flom the maintenance system.r5ó The
"response time"

ofboth systems was dependent upon the flow of information from

operational units and between the sub-systems themselves. As such, the improved

"efficiency and response time" of the automated supply system was limited by slower
information input capability of the maintenance and transpofi systems, which had not
developed at a similar pace or in the same direction as supply. The impact of this

deficiency on the operational units ranged from aircraft being grounded, ships being
delayed, and vehicles or tanks being unserviceable because the supply system could not

provide the parts or the maintenance and transport systems could not provide concurrenl
service support when the supply system was ready.rs? The extent to which this
undermined the entire integration process is illustrated in the following statement from

r55
15ó

StaffReport F: An Integrated Logistics System, ep_gi!., p.21.
Accordingtothe¿rgisticsTnskGroup,sRepo,in1972,approximately5O%ofsupplies

in the Canadian Armed Forces rvere used directly by the operational units. The rernaining 50% of supplies
were used or installed by the maintenance units.

t51
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the Logistics Task Group's report to the Department of National Defence's Management

Review Group:

"The maintenance system is a major contributor towards the attainment
ofCanadian Armed Forces objectives. Lack ofadequate maintenance
information will create a bottleneck that will restrain the full
improvement needed now in the logistics system. Full recognition of the
imbalance this deficiency will have in restraining the attainment of
improved operational capability carurot be over-emphasized. "r58

In addition to these internal system problems, thete were often conflicting
priorities between the operational "users" and the Iogistics "providers". Attainment of
Canadian Forces operational objectives was dependent upon "operational readiness" and

the "performance ofoperational units at the sharp end'. Each operational unit, be it

Air

Force, Navy or Army, based assessments of its readiness on qualitative and quantitative

criteria in order to permit proper planning, training and execution. These units relied, in
turn, on the logistics system, specifically its supply, maintenance, and transport subcomponents for support in meeting their objectives. Each role or mission assigned to an
operational element has a series oftasks assigned to the operational units which make
up that element. Within any one task, there is a requirement for people, materiel,
equipment, rations, clothing, petrol, oil, ammunition, $'eapons, vehicles and so on. For
any particular role, the more resources committed to it, the greater the likelihood that

will

be

fulfilled. However, the cost associated with

it

those resources may be unrealistic

StaffReport F: An Integrated Logistics System,

Op_qt¡I.,

p. l7
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when compared to the political or economic impofance of that role. At some point, the
cost effectiveness of the role is optimized with the resources committed to it.

Unfortunately, the agenda ofthe operational units and the logistics sub-systems often
conflicted over present and future desired capabilities. This conflict translated into
competition for limited funds and resources.

A key problem with the DEVIL program was that the necessary quantitative
and qualitative criteria to determine factors such as the responsiveness, sustainability,

attainability, and flexibility ofthe logistics system were not in place, nor was an effort
made to establish them. Without these criteria for the operational units, determination

ofthe proper objectives for an integrated logistics system would be futile. In 1972,the
Logistics Task G¡oup's report to the DND Management Review Group stated that the
primary requirements ofany logistics system are that it should be designed to meet the
needs

ofthe operational units by:

"providing the right thing at the right time in accordance with the stated
requirements of the user;
providing management information;
assisting in defining operational objectives of its sub-systems and their
relationship to the operational capability ofthe Command and unit;
d.

showing probable effect on operational capability ofchanges in the level
ofresources devoted to maintenance, supply and operational units; and
showing the total resources required for sub-systems to attain a specific

95

level of operational readiness.

"

lse

This was the extent of the direction available to logistics system plamers at the time.

Without clearly defìned measurable criteria for an integrated logistics system to ensure
operational readiness, it was impossible to assess and evaluate accurately the response
performance required ofeach sub-system to meet the stated operational needs ofthe

military. Put simply, the DEVIL program

represented an attempt to integrate all

logistics functions without a clear indication as to the operational needs ofthe military:

"It is against this background that DEVIL

has been evaluated and
wanting in many respects. The most serious being the inability to
determine the needs that the system must satisfi in terms of improving
the effectiveness ofthe'sharp end"'.r60 "The lack ofquantitative
standards data has led to arbitrary choices which could be costly in terms
of time and money. ...the decision to proceed with the design of the
DEVIL system in the first instance, without FIRST fully determining the
needs of the'sharp end'was, in our judgement, fundamentally
inappropriate. "r6l

The bottom line was that each element of the logistics system had no measurable
objectives to work towards other than financial savings. Complete integration was

impossible when fhere was no direction as to what the "end product" should look like.

Without

a clear

indication of what the desired capabilities ofthe logistics system \rr'ere,

I5e
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there was no way ofevaluating

if the actual capabilities of

the logistics system met the

requirements ofthe operational forces.162 The end result was a gapbetween desired and
actual capabilities of the operational units. This gap began with the Government's
defence commitments and the roles the operational units were assigned to meet these

commitments. The gap was created where the Govemment failed to provide the
necessary resources and funding to the logistics system to allow for the effective and

efficient support ofthe operational units.

In March of 1978, a second report, the Evaluation of the Canadian Forces
Logistics System (otherwise known as Evaluation Project E-19), was completed by the
Evaluation Branch of the Department of National Defence. The Report concentrated on
the maintenance, supply and transport sub-systems ofthe Canadian military logistics
system because, as stated in the Report, "the operational readiness responsiveness
..,rests largely on the capability and interaction ofthese major sub-systems".163 Again

the aim was to assess "how effectively the logistics system supports the operational
readiness needs of the Canadian Forces" and the conclusions vvere the same.róa The

study focussed on an assessment ofthe interdependencies ofoperational readiness
requirements to the logistics system's responsiveness, sustainability capabilities and
cost effectiveness.

¡62
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Report on Evaluation Project E-19, qp_qi!., p. 2.
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In examining operational readiness requirements the study concluded that,
although these requirements were inferred from the ChiefofDefence Staffs Operational
Guidance and Operational Directives to Commanders, there were no meaning¡ful
statements that could be used "as a basis for establishing responsiveness criteria and
responsiveness capability for the logistics system".rós This lack ofguidance was most

obvious in such DND documents as DP 100, the "Canadian Forces General Defence

Plan". The statements in this document which provided the clearest dit ectìon

oî

logistics system response levels were as follows:

Aflicle

1405. narasraoh 2.

"f.

logistics resources shall be made available to the extent that they
are needed, suitable, and available. Commanders at all levels of
both operational and supporting units shall ensure that support
planning is underlaken on a cooperative basis to attain the most
realistic and practical results within entitlements consistent with
economy and good management of materiel assets.

"g.

the onus for identi$ing needs and establishing entitlements rests
with the operational commands while the supporting supply
agency has the responsibility for meeting entitlements and
providing materiel to the satisfaction ofthe operational
commander."l66

This amounted to nothing more than an acknowledgement of a requirement for

165

lbid., p.6.
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Report on Evaluation Project E-19, qpgi!., p. 6.
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determining levels oflogistics support and a generalized assignment of responsibility.
Consequently, the means in place to measure logistics system efficiency and
effectiveness were not considered adequate by operational commanders.r6T The
operational commanders based their readiness capabilities mostly on the criteria ¡elated

to a specific weapons system and the tactics employed. The logistics commanders were
required to consider numerous factors beyond those requirements identified by their
operational command counterparts.l6s Logistics system support to the operational forces
was limited to the interpretations and, to some extent, to the priorities ofthe logistics

commanders. The report concluded that, without an agreed upon understanding of the
level of support bet'ween the logistics commanders and operational commanders, there
was no r¡r'ay of determining

if the support being provided was appropriate or sufficient

to ensure operational readiness.

In addition, the study identified that the logistics system's responsiveness
capability "relies heavily on facilities and capabilities which have been provided
progressively over many years".r6e As such, .u.h ,ub-syrt"- ofthe logistics system is
inextricably linked to the other sub-systems. The study concluded that as a consequence,
any change or modification to the logistics system will typically involve more than one

t67
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sub-system. In its examination ofthe responsiveness ofthe supply system, the study
was critical of its limitations "with respect to the support offield operations and, by
extension, to emergency and wartime demands".r70 The consolidation of supply depots
had resulted in increased supply system efficiency, but also increased the time required

to ffansport materiel from depot to base. Furthermore, the study found that, although
the integrated supply system had met many ofthe administrative efficiency objectives

of integration through automation, it was this automation which directly undermined the
operational efficiency ofthe combat forces:

"Army units repeatedly expressed the vie\'r' that the peacetime orientation
of the Canadian Forces Supply System {CFSS} is seriously impairing
the CF's ability to train for and, ifnecessary, execute wartime roles and
commitments. The CFSS is a static, highly centralized , automated
system which is immobile, non-secure and vulnerable. It has no
capability to extend automation to remote training and combat areas and
therefore deployed elements must revert to manual methods for supply
replenishment and control."

"It appears that the transaction volume and system complexity are
already straining the system. ...Yet it must be expected that during an
emergency o¡ war situation base and depot supply activities will be
required on a continuous basis, and that the total transaction volume
increase many-fold. "

will

"The concerns expressed regarding the lack ofcapability of the CFSS to
respond to emergency or war conditions are reinforced by the
demonstrated inability ofthe system to particiapte fully in operational
exercises. For example, the CFSS cannot be exercised realistically in a
Wintex scenario because its ADP elements do not have a gaming
caPabilitY"rTr

Ibid., p.9.
Report on Evaluation Project E-19, op cit., p. 10.
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The decision to concentrate on the development of the Canadian Forces Supply System
had the effect of abandoning the integrated logistic system concept as a whole. The

supply system could not respond accurately or promptly in the identification, location
and delivery

ofan item of equipment to an operational field unit based on the NATO

readiness standard of 30 or even 90 days. The problem was again attributable to the

automated supply concept. The automated technology adopted by the supply system
was developed in the 1960's and was close to being obsolete by the time the entire
system was onJine 10 years later. The automated system \rr'as using a machine-oriented

language with alpha-numeric codes which required translation into readible information
and resulted in additional problems:

"Consequently, error rates are consistently high, and false or rejected
transactions can add days or weeks to the system response time. The
result is high frustration and low efficiency at the mar/machine
interface"lT2

The study was equally critical of the maintenance system's level

of

responsiveness to operational requirements. This system had not integrated or

standardized with automated procedures to the extent the supply system had. In fact, for

all intents and purposes, the th¡ee separate maintenance systems had retained most of
their pre-integration environmental orientation and had changed their operational
procedures very

little. Fufthermore, many of the problems experienced by the combat

Report on Evaluation Project E- 19, op cit., p. 18.
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forces with the supply system were also being experienced by the maintenance system.
The delayed response time of the overtaxed automated supply system meant that many

ofthe

spare parts required by the maintenance system sat on shelves waiting to be used

in repairs of equipment or weapons systems. Additional problems associated with the
maintenance system resulted from factors outside ofthe logistics system such as

recuning financial restraints, repeated equipment life extensions, and inadequate

availability of spare parts. This was especially the case for major operational equipment
such as transport aircraft, Resource shortages only exacerbated this problem. For

example, the military purchased the Boeing and Buffalo aircraft in small numbers in the

1970's. These aircraft were routinely overhauled due to heavy usage. During these
periods of overhaul or modification, no replacement aircraft were available, thus
severely reducing operational transport capability. Furthermore, the maintenance

criteria for support to the operational forces was limited and these criteria were based
solely on peacetime establishments. Wartime or emergency operations would require
additional maintenance resources already identified as limited.

With respect to the transportation system, responsiveness to operational
requirements was dependent upon the degree and quality ofcontrol over transport
resources and the location

ofthe theatre ofoperations. Peacetime transportation

responsiveness was considered at par
responsiveness levels (which,

it

was

with supply and maintenance peacetime

just suggested, were inadequate themselves).

However, transportation requirements in wartime had dramatic implications for levels

t02
of operational responsiveness:

"Under wartime or emergency conditions, depending on the scenario, it
is expected that military air and sea transportation resources will be
severely strained by the need to deploy and redeploy forces and
equipments between various Canadian, European and Middle East and
perhaps other, theatres ofoperations. Under these circumstances, the
logistics system will have to rely heavily on commercial carriers to
provide both the normal and the added transportation capability required
to sustain redeployed forces".r7l

Reliance upon civilian transportation capabilities during emergency or wartime
operations was considered risky and further limited operational capabilities. The report
concluded that, from a supply perspective, system control is decreased when materiel is
transported by civilain agencies, especially across intemational boundaries: "Control is
lessened by the inability

ofthe logistics system to track materiel once it is placed into

the civilian transportation system. "l?a

Further evidence of this was detailed in a.report submitted by Force Mobile
Command (FMC) to the Task Force on Review of Unification of the Canadian Forces in
October 1979. Again, the aim ofthe report was to provide an assessment ofthe

logistics system's effectiveness in supporting the operational component. The focus was
on the abilities ofthe combat service support units to respond to the needs ofthe combat

t73

Report on Evaluation Project E-l9, ep_g.,ij., p. 12.

t74

Report on Evaluatìon Project E-19, op cit., p. 14.
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forces. The report claimed that integration played a key role in the "degradation

of

operational support effectiveness" and that the "existing support system caters to none

ofthe requirements" of the land

force.r75

The report was critical of many

ofthe aspects ofintegration which had

contributed to this "degradation". The first was abandonment of the corps concept for
the separate logistics functions and the adoption ofa branch structure. Designed to
create a stronger identity among the related logistics functions, this branch structure

distanced the combat service support soldier from his "intimate relationship" with the
combat soldier on the battlefield. ì76 The reductions in manpower levels also had a
dramatic impact on the numbers oflogistics personnel available to provide direct
support to the combat units. Those who we¡e "available" were also tasked with full-

time responsibilities on undermarured static military bases. This was known as "doublehatting" and had the effect of further diluting the wartime capabilities of the logistics
organizations responsible for supporting the operational units. This critical shortage

of

manpower also limited those units' capabilities to conduct their own realistic collective

training in a combat environment.

Another aspect ofintegration, "centralization", was also the subject of much
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Co tporrenlt',
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criticism. As

has been discussed, centralization and automation of the logistics system

introduced substantial savings in manpower and financial resources. However, the "real

cost" ofthese advancements was their impact on operational capabilities. In 1971, the
Department of National Defence's Defence in the Seventies identified a nuclear war
between the United States and the Soviet Union as the "only major military threat" to

Canadian security. The principle of survivability became the focus fo¡ a centralized
automated logistics system. Without sufficient redundancies geographically dispersed,
the logistics system was considered too vulnerable in the event that this "th¡eat" became
a

realily. To add to this problem was the impact centralization had on the command and

control relationship between the operational component and the supporting forces.

Prior to integration, the land force commander had control over his operational
support elements. Centralization effectively removed that responsibility from the land
force commander forcing him to have to literally wait in line for his operational support

needs. Centralization also eliminated the authority the Army had to assess its priorities
and make decisions on resource allocation.rTT The Army could not
absence

ofan "Army Headquarlers" to control

'function'in the

areas such as force development and

equipment procurement. Army commanders had limited input in programs, such as
equipment procurement - which they felt should be based on operational necessity
rather than financial and political utility.

t17
op

cit., p. 5.

Report to the Unification Revierv Task Force: Support to the Operational Component,

i05
The integrated logistics system reflected the "defence as economics" approach
and was primarily designed to provide peace-time logistics support from stationary

military bases. In the event of

a war, the support

provided to the fighting fo¡ces in a

theatre of operations was limited to what the iogistics units could bring with them.
There were no means of linking the logistics unit in the field with the national resources
available through the automated system.rT8

In its conclusion, the report recommended "fundamental change"

as the

only

"option" that should be considered. Many suggestions focussed on a retum ofthe land
environment ofthe logistics system to a more 'regimental' approach in its operation.
The report recommended that the "Army" elements of the logistics system should be

"divorced from rigid base structures and procedures". This included the establishment of
a separate

Army Chief of Staffto "direct or influence" everything from logistics training

to personel management for the Army.r?e In short, the logistics system had to be redesigned to reflect the operational uniqueness of the land forces.

I78

oD cit.-

Report to the Unifìcation Review Task Force: Support to the Operational Component,

p.3

Ìbid., p.4.
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THE ECONOMY PKINCIPLE

As stated in the previous chapter, one ofthe main objectives ofthe integration of
the logistics system was to achieve greater cost effectiveness. Chapter two highlighted
the principle of economy and its relationship to the other principles of logistics. Recall
that the responsiveness, sustainability, attainability, flexibility, and even survivability

of

the logistics system are all directly related to economy of effort, resources and, in
peacetime, especially financial costs. The logistics system after integration was
considerably more cost effective than the system it had replaced:

"Although accurate figures are difficult to obtain because of the general
contraction in the Canadian Forces since unification, there is little doubt
that the current integrated logistics system has produced very substantial
savings through significant reductions in personnel, inventories and
storage facilities. " r80

The economic savings which resulted from logistics system integration had a direct

impact on the operational capabilities ofthe Canadian Forces. The person¡el resources
required to run the logistics system were reduced and the materiel resources required by
the system were centralized, which extended the time required to plovide suppoÉ to the
operational forces, which, in turn, decreased the system's

flexibility. Economy of effort

actually decreased as a result ofthe inter-system inoperabilities experienced betvr'een

Ibid., p.

15.
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supply, maintenance, transport elements. The overall responsiveness of the logistics
system was reduced as a result,

From a military perspective, the reorganization process focussed on th¡ee areas
of contingency planning: operational force augmentation, equipment acquisition and
logistics integration. The latter received the least amount of consideration, especially

with the land and air elements. Furthermore, the considerations for operational force
augmentation and new equipment acquisitions were also curtailed through purchasing
compromises, deferments, and manpower force reductions in the 1970's. The failure

of

the plan to integrate the logistics system was not limited to the problems presented thus

far. Political

agendas played an important role in the

difficulties experienced with the

logistics system integration and the resulting decline in operational capability of the
Canadian Forces during this period.

THE POLITICS OF INTEGRATION

Growing anti-war, anti-American attitudes, and Trudeaumania in 1968,
changed many Canadian views on

military spending from indifference to disfavour in

the 1970's. Canadians were no longer as interested in military matters, nor was the
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Trudeau leadership. In April 1969, Trudeau called for a re-ordering ofdefence policies.
Canadian foreign policy, and consequently Canadian defence policy were subject to

review:

"Canada's domestic and foreign policies were directed to the common
goal ofcreating a new international society based on a greater sharing of
resources. Trudeau had long believed that hunger was a greater threat to
world peace than the arms race, so Canada would contribute bread, butter
and technology to the hungry instead ofbullets."rsr

The Defence White Paper, Defence in the Seventies, which was released in August,
1971, represented a change in direction ofdefence roles for the Canadian
also reflected Trudeau's oveniding international economic

military

r82;

it

priorities. International

developments, particularly the "loosening ofthe bipolar intemational system", and

national developments in the area

of

sovereignty and "the extension of Canada's

tenitorial sea" led to a re-examination of Canadian defence activities in the 1970's'83.
Canadian involvement in defence alliances and peacekeeping appeared last on the list
defence

of

priorities. Defence in the Seventies concluded that the major threat to Canadian

security was a nuclear confrontation between the United States and the Soviet Union

placing Canada geographically in the middle. The strategic theat was ciear, the

f8r

Gerald Porte\ h, Retreat: the Cana¡li(n Forces fu the Tru(le(u

lenr¡

(Deneau and

Greenberg Publishers Ltd., 1979), p. 3.
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the Sevent¡es", White Paper on Defence, (Ottawa, Information Canada,
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objectives of Canadian defence policy remained consistent with this th¡eat, but the

priorities ofthe military had changed.

A more efficient, general purpose military, capable ofanswering to a variety of
tasks, domestic and international, was the new emphasis. Politically, Canada would still
meet its NATO and NORAD requirements and police its territorial boundaries within

existing defence resources. However, the defence budget was to be "curtailed" during
this period through "manpower cutbacks" and "constraints on equipment
acquisition".rsa This set the stage for reductions in troop commitments to NATO forces

in Europe, reductions in the manpower

of

the Regular and Reserve forces, and a freeze

on the Defence budget.

By the beginning ofthe 1970's, Hellyer's desire for the reorganization ofthe
Canadian Forces had not gone completely according to plan. He had managed to stay

within his objective budgets, but at the expense ofan attrition rate of 10,781 military
personnel in only four years.rs5 Furthermore, Hellyer's reforms had produced sufficient

capital only for the procurement of the already outdated CF-5 fighter. Hellyer's
successor under Trudeau, was Leo Cadieux. Immediately, Canada's

NATO

commitment in Europe of 10,000 persorurel was to be cut to 5,000. Reductions in
manpower \ryere not limited to Europe as numbers of troops on Canadian soil were

t34

Defence in the Seventies,

t35

Morton,

gpj:i!.,

p. 9.

gpjit

p.41.
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reduced from 96,000 to 82,000 by 1972. The defence budget was frozen at

$

1

.8

billion

for the next three years and Cadieux announced that the role ofthe Canadian military
was going to change to be more "passive, and less warlike".r86

These reductions in manpower and resources had significant effects on

operational planning, readiness and logistics system support capabilities. Depafment

of

National Defence expenditures had technically 'increased' since the defence budgets of
Pearson. As figure

I

Porter,

depicts in proportion to the total share ofthe federal budget, the

spgil., p. 7.
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funds devoted to defence decreased.rsT However, personnel and equipment resources
were directly affected by funding formulas which failed to take sufficiently into accounl

for inflation.r88. In 1972, the proportion ofthe defence budget devoted to capital
expenditures reached its lowest level at less than 8% of the overall budget approaching
what Middlemiss refened to u,

u;'*nd,n* crisis".rse The increase in military

and

civilian pay levels during this period coupled lvith rising operating costs eliminated the

r87

Task Force on the Unification ofthe Canadian Forces, gp_gi!., p. 21. Statistical data
retrieved ftom Public Accounts (Canada), 1950- 1986;Departmentof Finance, låe Fiscal PIan 1986, cited
in R.B. Byers, "Canadian Security and Defence: the Legacy and the Challenges", Adelphi Papers 214,
Intemational lnstitute for Strategic Studies, 1986, Tanle 3, p.86.
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availability ofany additional funds for capital expenditures which would have been
realized through manpower reductions.re0 The result was,

"...a steady fìve year decline in both the physical state and the morale of
the armed forces. More and more ofthe shrunken defence budget was
taken up with operations and maintenance at the expense of capital
expenditures. "tel

For the logistics system, this translated into decreasing support capabilities, which
contributed to the widening of the commitment-capability gap through the 1970's and

1980's. Still, many argued that Unification and Integration, "enabled the support system
to more efficiently weather the lean times offrozen budgets and manpower reductions"
and that "economies have been made and a better third-line support infrastructure had
been developed" .tez

By

197 5

the Canadian Forces was structured to meet, at best,

peace-time deployment levels. Had there been a requirement to deploy for war, the
Canadian Forces would have failed both operationally and logistically. Conceming the
prospect ofCanadian Forces participation in a war in Europe, retired Canadian Forces
Lieutenant-General James C. Smith stated;

"Had 4 CMBG been engaged in a major conflict in Northern Germany,

reo
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never could have been sustained. Re-enforcement troops could not have
been provided in time and there was no thirdJine logistics capability. We
were lucky that we were not called in this period."re3

CONCLUSION

The aim ofthis chapter has been to examine the integration process ofthe
Canadian Forces logistics system inthe late 1960's and early-to-mid 1970's. The
question asked was whether ot not the failure of this process resulted in the decreased
support to the operational forces of the Canadian

military. In other words, why did the

failure ofthe integration process in turn fail to solve the problem ofCanadian Forces'
logistics?

First of all, to reiterate, the "problem" ofCanadian forces' logistics was that the
logisitcs support provided to the Canadian military, prior to integration, was
economically inefficient and operationally ineffective. The supply, transport, and
maintenance systems ofthe three services were operating independently ofeach other
and this limited the responsiveness,

In3

flexibility and attainability (or readiness) ofthe

Interv ierv with Lieutenant-General James C.Smith (retired) former Canadian Forces
Director General Supply and Logistics Branch Commandant, National Defence Headquarters Ottalva,

February 1994.
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logistics system as a whole in providing logistics to the operational component ofthe
Canadian

military.

Each system had developed its own standard operating procedures

and had established different criteria for the provision

oftheir respective logistics

functions. Fufihermore, this independence of operation created considerable duplication

ofeffort, particularly in the areas of infrastrucutre and personnel. Consequently, the
operations and maintenance costs associated with the day-to-day operation ofthe

logistics system were such that the funds necessary for the procurement of much needed
equipment and materiel did not exist. The Canadian military logistics system was
experiencing the "snowballing" ofthe materiel and manpower resources it required to
manage itself.

The solution to the problem of Canadian Forces' logistics was to integrate the

logistics provided independently by the three services. Integration would provide a
more responsive and attainable logistics capability. It would eliminate the
independence of function and result in greater operational efficiency through
standardization of operating procedures for the provision of Iogistics support. This

"streamlining" effect of integration would also result in

a

reduction ofthe operations

and maintenance costs of the logistics system through the elimination ofredundant

functions and personnel. The financial savings associated with integration could then
be applied directly to improvements to operational capabilities through the purchase

of

new equipment and materiel. However, the integration was not a success, and thus the

"problem" of Canadian Forces' logistics persisted.
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The integration ofthe Canadian Forces logistics system was a failure for
numerous reasons. A key problem with integration was that there were no specific

qualitative and quantitative criteria established to determine what the capabilities ofan
integrated logistics system should be with respect to the provision of support to the
operational component. In addition, the separate logistics systems attempted to
integrate independently ofeach other (neglecting the interdependency oftheir functions)
at the expense of the much needed standardization of support. Furthermore, the

economic benefits of integration were more tangible and immediate when compared to
the desired improvements to operational capabilities. Considerable attention was given

to the financial objectives ofintegration which were, to a certain extent, achievable in
this context, Yet, these "successes" did not translate into improvements to operational
capabilities as most of the funds made available were re-allocated to absorb the impact
of continued reductions in defence budgets. By the "end" of integration, the Canadian
Forces' logistics system continued to be overwhelmed by its day-to-day requirements
and this restricted its capability to respond to emergencies or wartime conditions.

The integration ofthe Canadian Forces logistics system reflected the

subordination ofthe military purpose ofdefence to the economic and social purposes of
defence in peacetime. The motivation for integration was essentially economic, the
objectives were primarily political, and the results were a failure to support the
operational needs ofthe military. The duplication and overlap ofthe 1950's and 1960's
was, in many areas, reduced or eliminated. The changes made to the Canadian military
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logistics system proved beneficial in areas such as financial and administrative control
and efficiency; however, these same benefits resulted in a system that was no longer
capable

ofproviding the support to Canada's operational forces.

Had integration been a success, would it have solved the "problem" ofCanadian

Forces' logistics? Considering the above conclusions, it is entirely possible the required
standardization and responsiveness ofthe logistics system would have been achieved.

Yet, even if integration had been a success, the management and control of the logistics
system remained very much in the hands ofthose more concerned with financial

efficiency than operational effectiveness.

The next chapter will examine the contemporary relevance ofthe impact

of

integration in the decades that followed, particularly with regard to Canadian Forces
logistics support to United Nations and NATO operations in the changing security
environment ofthe new world order.
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CHAPTER FIVE: Contemporsry Relevsnce oÍ Logistics
Svstem Intesrution in the 1980s and 1990s

"The new economic measures will mean immediate reductions in the
daily operalions of the Canadian Forces, and a reduction in the
procurement of spares and supplies. The Government fully rccognizes
that reductions in training, procurement of supplies and sparcs will have
significant immediate as well as longlerm ímplications on the
Department of National Defence and the operatíonal readiness of the
Canadian Forces. Ultimately, however,, Canadían security depends as
much on a sound economic base as it does on the maintenance of
adequate armed forces. "te5

The integration of the Canadian military logistics system had more far-reaching

implications for Canadian Forces operational readiness following its implementation,

parlicularly in the post-Cold War era. As Minister of National Defence, Marcel Masse
stated in Defence Policy 1992,

"The new NATO strategy, unveiled at the Rome summit in November 1991,
starts from the premise that the threat ofa simuitaneous full-scale attack on all of
the Alliance's fronts has effectively vanished. ... The new NATO strategic
concept is based on a significantly diminished forward presence and a minimal
nuclear capability. It puts a premium on the maintenance ofsufficient, flexible
and highly mobile standing forces throughout the Alliance; available, well-

re5

Canadian Forces General Joint Message from the Deputy minister ofNational Defence
and the Chief of Defence Staff on the Government's economic statement of2 Decembe¡ 1992 to all
Canadian Forces Personnel,
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trained, suitably equipped and sufficiently large military reserves; and the means
to ensure a timely flow of supplies and reinforcements across the Atlantic in a
crisis. "le6

Although the idea of maintaining "sufficent, flexible and highly mobile standing forces"
is nothing new in Canadian defence strategy, the political and economic environment in

which this idea must survive is certainly something deserving of more attention than has

it has received in the past. Today, the absence of

a direct threat

from the former Soviet

Union has provided Westem politicians with strong arguments for cuts in defence
budgets, especially when domestic socio-economic issues such as employment are the
objects ofvoter attention. Reductions in defence budgets continue to impact on the

planning and implementation of military strategy and

policy. Continued budgetary

restraints coupled with new, multiple international and domestic commitments for the
Canadian Forces require a logistics system capable of meeting these needs while

surviving itself in this austere environment. What follows is an examination of the
contemporary relevance ofthe integration process of the i970s through an analysis

of

the Canadian Forces logistics system's ability to support the operational component in

this posf Cold War environment.

Recall from Chapter 4 that the integration ofthe Canadian Forces logistics
system in the early 1970's did not result in the increased responsiveness, flexibility, and

re6

Marcel Masse, Minister

Govemment of Canada, April 1992, pg. 8.

of National

Defence, Conatliøn Deîence Policy 1992,
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sustainability required to support the Canadian military in ful{illing its operational

commitments. Aside from the ñnancial savings which resulted from the elimination of
unnecessary services, the desired integrated capability

ofthe logistics system to support

the operational component of the Canadian Fo¡ces was nevet attained. In addition to
the fact that much ofthe equipment that was to be purchased with the savings from

integration was never acquired, the logistics system was never fully integrated.
Furthermore, there was a lack ofunderstanding and direction with respect to the
requirements of the operational elements and the logistics system managers. The subsystems

ofthe logistics system which managed to integrate, did

so

without any end-

state objective for providing support to the operational forces.

The logistics principles identified previously in chapter two as fundamental were
not adhered to, or, at best, not completely understood by senior civilian or military staffs
in the Department of National Defence. One of the most important of these principles -

flexibility - could not

be developed without a definitive end-state or measurable

standard of performance. The logisticians

onthefi'ont

lines were never provided

the necessary guidelines for supporting the operational forces in varying levels

with

of

conflict. This, coupled with the continual lack ofan adequate personnel and equipment
re-supply capabilityreT, restricted the sustainability ofthe logistics system. As was
stated, the effectiveness ofsuch a system is measured by its ability to respond to the

tei

This "re-supply capabilìty" is also knorvn to military logisticiansas thir.d-linecapability.
Third-line logistics support involves both national civilian and military logistics support resources and
develops ftom the producer end ofthe logistics system.
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needs of the operational component for a specified duration. Without that

flexibility,

responsiveness, and sustainability, the Canadian military logistics system became a

reactive organization supporting an increasingly pro-active operational component.

One could argue that the Canadian Govemment continued to meet its domestic
and international commitments after integration, albeit at a decreased state ofreadiness
and with a limited sustainment capability. Furthermore,

it can be said that the

atmosphere ofdetente in the 1970's contributed to the acceptance (at least domestically)

of reductions in Canadian contributions to collective defence. The Canadian
government maintained a military strategy which was never intended to be implemented

by the government acting unilaterally. For a country that never intended to fight a war
without the collective support of its NATO Allies, there was no longer justification for
mainfaining a costly and redundant military logistics system. The nature of collective
security implied that the military shortfalls of one of the coalition states would be
compensated for by another state's contribution. For the Canadian military, many of the
inadequacies of its logistics system, which would become more apparent in a war-time
scenario, would be met by the logistics capabilities of its most likely partners, Britain
and the United States. As long as the logistics system served its peacetime role, the

requirement to provide a wartime contingency support capability was, for the most part,

overlooked by each new Minister of National Defence, whose political priorities
focussed on the reduction a costly defence depaúment infrastructure (supposedly for the

maximization of capital for the purchase of much needed equipment). The true
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significance ofthis has been the inability ofthe logistics system to support the
operational forces. This has never been more apparent than with the Canadian

participation in the Gulf War and the most recent UN peacekeeping operations.

THE POST-INTEGRATION LOGISTICS SYSTEM

In the past 10 years, the Canadian Government has committed its military to
more collective security and peacekeeping operations than any other period in its

history. The war in the Gulf and the recent UN operations in the Former Republic of
Yugoslavia reflect the changes in the nature of the logistics requirements associated

with modern warfare. The high intensity, large-scale mobilization plan for the European
theatre which the West prepared for during the Cold War is no longer the focus

of

strategic planners and logisticians. The size ofoperations have decreased; from

multiple Armies on numerous fronts to national contingents usually of Brigade or
Division size fighting along a single front. Yet, the logistics requirements associated
with these relatively small scale operations have increased disproportionally. These
smaller, more widely dispersed general purpose forces have forced increased pressure
on logistics systems to mobilize and sustain technologically advanced forces more

rapidly and efficiently than ever before. Each new theatre of operations brings with it
new and unique logistics considerations that often ¡estrict strategic planning and the
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implementation of strategy. Military logisticians are often forced to "re-invent the
wheel" when planning the support requirements for new operations. Certainly the
logistics principle of flexibility is maximized, but only so much can be accomplished in
the time alloted particularly with the increasingly limited personnel and equipment

available.
Desert Storm Combined Arms Ratios
21th U.S. InÍøntty Dlelslok Statistics

The highly advanced nature

of

modem warfare requires an unsurpassed
number oflogistics personnel to support
the individual combat soldier in a theatre

of conflict. For example, in the Gulf War
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the logistics buildup was essential; for
every infantry soldier in the theatre

of

operations, there were an estimated 18 logistics personnel supporting him.reE Equipment
such as cargo trucks, tractor trailers, and heavy

lift aircraft and ships, far

exceeded the

numbers of combat fighting vehicles and fighter aircraft credited with winning the war
(as

figure

1 depicts).ree The

majority oflogistics support was provided through the US

re8

Major-GeneralBarry R. McCaffery, Commander 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized)
quoted from Des¿rl Shíekl and DeserlStomt Operalions Overvierl, United States Senate Armed Services
Committee, Washington D.C., May 9, 1991. It should be noted that this figure is an approximation as it
does not differentiate behveen those logistics personnel rvho were actually 'in theatre' and those operating
from continental and American third and fourth line logistics organizations. Also ofnote is the fact that
those logistics personnel required an almost equal number of first line staffto support their administrative
and logistics requirements in order to allow them to do theirjobs.

ree

Ibid., Slide #8. For example, the 24th Infantry Division (Mechanized)consisted of25,000

(cont inued . . . )
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military logistics system. Even with this overwhelming U.S. contribution2o0; for

a

relatively medium-intensity operation there were "serious shortages of certain kinds

of

transportation-related equipment".20r This was a particular problem for the Canadian

contribution in the Gulf War.

The Canadian Government never deployed combat land forces in the Gulf War.

This would have been the first real test ofthe Canadian Forces logistics system's ability
to support the operational component ofthe Canadian military in a wartime scenario.
Aside from minor, nonetheless effective, Canadian medical, naval and air force
contingents in the Gulf War, the 4th Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group was never

deployed. Although there were underlying political reasons against deploying Canadian
troops as belligerents on foreign soil, the staffchecks done at the Department level
concluded that "the current logistics system could not mobilize and sustain a brigadesize organization in the required deployment time and for the projected duration
operation".202 The Canadian reliance on its

ofthe

NATO partners, specifically the US, to offset

its operational force and logistics system deficiencies was not considered a priority for

(...conEinued)
soldiers in 34 Battalions and required 6566 support and Íansport vehicles for 94 attack helicopters and
1793 tracked vehicles.

20o

It is conceivable that this massive US military contribution represented an intentional
strategic overkill to ensure a military and subsequent political victory for President Bush.

20r

Lieutenant-GeneralWilliam G.Pagonis, Movìttg Mounnhts- LessonsÍn Leadership and
Press, Boston, Massachusetts, 1992)p.203.

LogslicsÍtom lhe GulJ ll4tr, (Harvard Business School

2o2

Quote obtained in interview rvith Brigadier-General W.C. Leach,

gpjlt
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US planners. The Canadian Department ofNational Defence had requested the support

of the US logistics system, in particular its air transport capability (as Canadian military
transport capabilities did not include the ability to move a brigade's worth of equipment,

which ironically had just retumed from Europe), to assist in the deployment of the
Canadian brigade personnel and equipment if there had been the requirement.20s The
US military was preoccupied with its own deployment plans and most of its heavy

lift

air and sea transport capabilities were already tasked for this operation. The Canadian

military was offered those resources that might be available after the initial US
deployment.20a Had the Canadian Govemment decided to deploy the Canadian

military

brigade to the Gulf, in a role it had been training for over 20 years, the Canadian

military logistics system was in no position to moblize and sustain it.

With respect to logistics support to collective security, Canada is still actively
involved in European security through NATO, the OSCE, and arms control. NATO's
increasing focus on crisis management and peacekeeping activities has moved its
sphere of interest closer to the UN, particularly in the area

oflogistics support for

multinational peacekeeping missions. With respect to support of UN peacekeeping
operations (an essentially peactime scenario with limited mobilization and sustairìment

responsibilities), the Canadian Forces logistics system has managed to perform its
functions, albeit at a deceasing rate. In the past 10 years, the UN has launched as many
201

Leach,

201

rbid.

gp¡i!
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ne\¡r'

missions as it has in the previous 40 years. In many cases, "many were hastily

planned and launched with a faulty appreciation ofthe logistics requirements

ofa

mission, insufficient logistics resources allocated, and a faulty force deployment
sequence"205. This is evident as recently as the UN mission

in Cambodia, where the UN

deployed 12 infantry battalions into the mission area some time before they began to
establish a logistics support system. For the Canadian military logistics system, this has
presented challenges far beyond its capabilities:

"The rapid expansion and intensification ofIJN peacekeeping operations
quickly surpassed the limited support capability of the UN logistics
system (it has also put a severe strain on our own logistics assets). This
has resulted in the worsening of ch¡onic logistics deficiencies that have
afflicted all fIN peacekeeping missions over the past 40 years."206

The UN lacks the standard logistics doctrine, policies, and procedures required to
support each new mission. Combined with this change in the scale of operations has
been a change in the role

ofthe forces deployed on these operations, The traditional

static role, canied out by lightly armed and equipped forces, has evolved into the more

intensive, mobile, and heavily-equipped operation. The current direction of Canadian
defence policy to\¡/ards support to UN peacekeeping operations implies increased

consideration and commitment ofland forces for operations abroad as is, and has been,

205

lbid., p.6.

206

Ibid., p.6.
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the case in the Former Republic of Yugoslavia, Haiti, Somalia, and Rwanda. Today,

mobilization and sustainment capabilities ofpersonnel and equipment for these
operations are a priority concern for Canada's military. As former Canadian Forces

ChiefofDefence Staff General (ret'd) John De Chastelain stated, "We could not
sustain the current missions [UN operations] past 1993... additional resources would be
required"207. Those in the House of Commons who offer Canadian soldiers to these

operations have failed to recognize the implications ofthese commitments on the
Canadian Forces logistics system and its personnel.

Specifically, the number of combat and logistics system persorì.nel available to
be tasked

in direct or indirect support to these operations has been dramatically reduced

in the past three years208 yet the requirements for these persomel on UN operations has

only increased. In 1993, the number of Canadian Forces personnel deployed on UN
operations peaked at 477 5. This number represents the most Canadian Forces personnel

committed on UN operations in the past twenty years.20e Still, this only represents those
combat and logistics personnel direcrly tasked to these missions and does not reflect the

logistics organizations required to support these personnel.

2o1 David Pugliese, Canulian Milìlar! Seeks Pe&cekeepi,tg Frrrrrls, Defense Nervs,
November l6-22, 1992, p.6.(Chief of Defence Staff address to Canadian Institute of Strategic Studies,
Ottarva, November 5, 1992).
208 The 199411995 Force Reduction Program estimates for Canadian Forces Logistics
personnel included early retirement packages for half of the total of over 1400 Logistics
tradespeople/officers in the Canadian Forces.

zae

Extract from presentation on the Log¡slics Inplicølions ofPeocekeephry Operølions,
given by Lieutenant-Colonel A.'ü. Price, NDHQ J4 Log Plans, in Ottarva, February 6,1996,p9.5.
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AN END-STATE FOR AN INTEGRATED LOGISTICS
SYSTEM?

Two decades after integration the Canadian military continues to be the target
for reductions in manpower and limitations in procurement of materiel and equipment.

At the same time it remains obligated to meet NATO and UN operational requirements,
By the late 1980s, the reduction of the "committment-capability gap" had finally been
established as the central priority of the Canadian Government and the Department

of

National Defence;

"...the Government has decided to consolidate some commitments to
make more efficient use of available resources, while improving the
effectiveness with which the remaining commitments are carried out.
Defence spending will be increased sufficiently to help the Canadian
Forces respond to the challenge ofthe 1990s and beyond." 2r0

.

Efforts to reduce this gap focussed mainly on the increases in planned defence
expenditures directed at the procurement ofnew operational equipment and not on

?to

Defence 1987, (Ottawa, 1987) p.6. Also, in the foreword flom
this document, Perrin Beatty, Minister ofNational Defence, stated; "It is a strong policy that rvill revitalize
our defence capabilities into the 2l st century. The plan to modemize our Forces will ensure that Canadians
play a responsiblerole in the defence ofCanada, and contribute in a meaningful rvay to to the alliance of
democratic nations.", p.iv.

Govemmentofcan

ada,
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improvements to the mobilization and sustainment capabilities of the logistics system2rr.
Concern for the purchase ofnew equipment quickly became a non-issue as defence
spending was not increased as proposed during this period. In fact, planned funding
levels for National Defence were reduced by: $2.7 billion in i 989; $700 million in
1990; $2.5 billion in 1991;$2.4 billion in 1992; $4.8 billion in 1993; and $7 billion over

five years starting in 19942'2. Additional cuts in 1995 and now in 1996 totalling over $l

billion are all designed to eliminate that defence infrastructure "which is clearly in
excess

ofany probable defence need"2l3. In response to questions concerning the impact

ofthese cuts in defence spending on the Canadian Forces logistics system, the former
Colonel Commandant of the Logistics Branch replied;

"In the absence of definitive foreign and defence policy we cannot
formulate the logistics supporl capability that will enable us to support
general purpose military capabilities even those ofvery limited size and
duration. More than ever we may have to assume joint action \ryith our
allies and/or UN partners."2ra

Although the expenditure reductions during this period were well intentioned and

ztt

Had the funds actually been made available fol the procurementofnew equipmentthese
improvements could have been achieved partially through the purchase ofnew transport cargo aircraft and
ships.

2t2

The Honourabþ David Collenette, Minister ofNational Defence and Veterans Affairs,
Núionøl Defence - Budgel Inryrcl, (Ottawa, February 1994), pp.l -3.

2t3
2r¡

lbid., p.2.
Interyiewwith Lieutenant-General(Retired)James C.Smith, Colonel CommandantCanadian
ADM Materiel and Director General Supply Services, February 9 1994.

Forces Logistics Branch, former
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necessary, the Department of National Defence failed to address the issue of the limited
responsiveness and sustainment (third line) capabilities of its logistics system.

Since integration, these repeated defence budget cuts have had a dramatic effect
on the operational capabilities of the Canadian military. As former Minister of National

Defence, Penin Beatty has stated,

"While the responsibilities to which our forces where committed were by
no means unreasonably heavy for a country of Canada's strategic position
and economic strength, the means provided to carry them out have been
grossly inadequate for the tasks assigned to them."2r5

This has been t¡ue, particularly, for the land forces, which have received the majority

of

the most recent operational commitments, and to which defence budget cuts have been

most debilitating. This juxtaposition ofdec¡easing operational efficiency (primarily
through equipment shortages and obselescence) with increasing intemational
commitments has contributed only further to the expansion of the commitment-

capability gap. This gap reflects not only signficant discrepancies between operational
equipment capabilities and commitments, but more importantly reflects the continued

inability ofthe Canadian military logistics system to mobilize and sustain the forces
responsible for the implementation

2r5
17,

of

those commitments.

Perrin Beatty, Minister of National Defence, in Cflrtadian Defence

No.l, Sùmmer 1987, page 10.

Qutrterly,Yolume
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If we examine the

state of the Canadian Forces logistics system today we

will

discover a mo¡e effective and efficient organization than the three separate systems it

replaced more than two decades ago. There is still room for reorganization and
restructuring of infrastructure þarticularly in the regional supply depots) and this is

ongoing. However, the fundamental requirement for

a

third-line sustainment capability

has not been adequately addressed for the Canadian Forces logistics system. Without

this capability, the flexible support required by the operational components ofthe
Canadian Forces will not be available for any level of conflict.

If the Canadian Govemment wishes to continue to boast about its intemational
reputation in peacekeeping and the accomplishments of its military perhaps an
examination of its logistics system is necessary. The leaner and meaner arÍny of today
requires a logistics system capable ofshoft notice mobilization and sustainment in a

variety ofscenarios for unknown durations. A truly integrated Canadian Forces logistics
system given the appropriate equipment and a defined objective will provide this

capability. As it stands, the cuûent Canadian Forces logistics system remains the object
of criticism and consequently the target of further funding cuts. However, this might be
the last thing its needs. As Van Creveld writes,

"Ifthe logistics system... is not to be hopelessly fragile and liable to catastrophic
breakdown; if it is to function under changing circumstances and be capable of
switching from one objective to the next; if, in short, it is to be capable ofcoping
with the uncertainty that is the result of enemy action and, as such, inherent in
war --- in that case a certain amount of redundancy, slack, and waste must not

131

only be tolerated but be built in."2'6

Perhaps this is an unrealistic objective in today's environment, but the sentiment
expressed is one that, at a minimum, should be understood when considering the nature

of the military logistics system.

2t6

Martin Van Creveld, Technolog! ønd W(r (New York: Free Press, 1989), pp.3l6-317
op.cit., pp.2l0-211.

as quoted ìn Pagonis,
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